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ABSTRACT

T h i s thesis focuses on m

and penpg~.
'N We, showing

l

how familial separation affects the Aboriginal foster children's
cultural and personal identity.

The authors construct Cheryl and

April Raintree and Garnet Raven as psychologically damaged.
Beatrice Culleton and Richard Wagamese also recognize t h a t healing

is indeed possible for the protagonists, through April Raintree's
acceptance of her familial memories and Garnet Ravenr$ reclamation
of them through communal reunion.

They recover their Native

identity, along with their pride as F i r s t Nations people.

iii
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~ntroduction: Going Away
My thesis focuses on Beatrice Culletonrs &xi1 R

Richard WagameseOspeenerrN I&,

a

m and

It shows how the types of memories

and experiences the Native wards encounter affect their identities.
My decision to choose this topic came about from the tragic death

of Richard Cardinal, a Metis foster ward f r o m F o r t Chipewyan in

northern Alberta who committed suicide on June 26, 1984.

Culleton

and Wagamese have experienced similar heartache as well, expressfng

their feelings fictionally through GarnetRavenOs, andthe Raintree
sisterst characters.

Somehow, writing has enabled both authors to

recover a healthier Native self,

While my thesis exposes their

pain, hopefully you will see Culleton and Wagamese, like other
people who have experienced trauma, as survivors.
Once wards themselves, Beatrice Culleton and Richard Wagamese

give realistic accounts of the handling of Native children in

Manitoba's

and Ontariots Children's

Aid Societies during the 1960s-

70s. The steady climb of thousands of Aboriginal young people into

foster care has led Canadian Council on Social Development

researcher Patrick Johnston to devise the term 'Sixties Scoop"
(qtd. in York 219).'

The Native authors share similar placement

experiences with families outside of their Metis or Ojibway background.

Suzanne Fournier and Ernie Crey say the reasons for the

lack of Native foster homes is due to stringent middle class policy

guidelines which required "a separate bedroom for each child,

sofas, rugs, two parents, Dad with a well-paying job and Mom at
homew ( 8 6 )

.

Such rigid rules have made it almost impossible for

the average Metis or O j i b w a y family t o become foster parents.

Farming families of European descent were even allowed to take

in Native foster children. A p r i l and Garnet*s exclusive placement
with non-Native foster families indicates there is a challenge in
finding Native foster parents.

That is the case at least when the

above standards are used t o determine their ftsuitability.It Agnes

Grant has learned that Children's

Aid Society's

refusal to compen-

sate potential Native caregivers factors into the l o w numbers of
Aboriginal foster families

Raintree's

(in "Abuse and Violence:

Human Rights (if she had any)"

April

243).

Parents and guardians commonly grapple with a searing pain
over losing their children to the state,

Suspected abuse and/or

neglect are the legal guidelines the social workers are given to

justify apprehension.

Initially, the decision to remove the

Raintree sisters on grounds of neglect from alcoholism is warranted.

Perhaps keeping the Metis family together with ongoing fami-

lial counselling could have delivered a healthier outcome.

Alice

Raven and John Mukwats so-called neglect of their children underpins the social workers8 intervention.

Wagamese lets the scene

speak for itself displaying the underhanded tactics the social
workers use to lure the Raven kids away with irresistible choco-

late bars,

The decision to separate the Ojibway children f r o m

their family constitutes abysmal cu1tural ignorance which never

would have happened had they understood the Raven's

communal fami-

lial network,

If any prior research had been done on traditional Aboriginal
methods of child rearing, the government workers would have real-

ized that it is quite acceptable to leave the Raven children fn the
care of their grandmother,

I n mNative Children, Child Welfare,

And The Colonization of Native P e ~ p l e ,Brad
~
McKenzie and Pete

Hudson discover that "Multiple care-giving has been a traditional
means of providing substitute care in many Native communitiesm
(138).

O t h e r researchers such as Tarry L. Cross in "Drawing on

Cultural Tradition in Indian Child Welfare Practicew arrives at a

similar conclusion:

%hild

rearing was shared among several

personsNv (284). When you consider the African proverb that "it
takes a village to raise a child," traditional Aboriginal rearing
methods begin to make sense.

More central to this discussion, the

absence of the Raven parents no longer appears irresponsible.

Therefore, apprehending the children on the grounds of Nparental
neglecttt may have no basis.

passed the u

(In 1984, the Ontario legislature

d and F w v S w i c e s A c g )

Communal nurturance

certainly benefits the primary caregivers' and their families. But
as Pauline Comeau

and Aldo Santin have indicated in their essay

"Child Welfare," some unhealfhy Native communities in Hanitoba
(which could be a reflection of other N a t i v e communities in Canada)

are in need of ongoing counselling:

Placing children in the homes of relatives
or friends on reserves often provided
opportunities for other abusers who had
not yet been detected. Within these small
communities, children were pressured by
relatives and abusers to recant their
stories
(150)

....

To ensure that children are safe, it would be wise that a responsfb l e adult always be present.

Both Native authors hold distinct memories of their non-Native
Culleton still recalls her feelings of discomfort

foster homes,

She tells this to Marie Barton in "Write

around Caucasian people?

the CJr~ng~~:
"White-skinned people cannot possibly understand what

it feels like to be another colour.
tion

....

(Culleton 1 4 ) .

That fact causes a separa-

Perhaps what the Ketis woman is

getting at is that just because someone has a fair complexion,
he/she is instantaneously respected and validated for the multi-

faceted person he/she is.

1 wish that more people thought like

Michael Creal who says that "[elach person is seen as unique and

that uniqueness properly merits respect and calls for celebra-

tion

....

tf

(256-257).

Undoubtedly, Creal does appreciate

people for who they are, seeing beauty and w o r t h in everyone

regardless of their class, or skin colour.
as well.

--

Creal speaks for others

Beatrice Culleton suggests in her Barton interview that

she has been mistreated in the past on the basis of her highly visible N a t i v e appearance.

She has tried to confide in her noR-

Native foster parents but it has been challenging because tZIey lack

understanding. That is n o t their f a u l t because they cannot see the

world through her eyes.

In other words, they do not share the same

experiences. I think it is still possible for sensitive white people to feel empathy for someone like Culleton.

Compassion and a

reciprocal flow of communication are needed,
RFchard Wagamesers experiences as a ward of the state is the

place where he became dislocated from his self.

In h i s article "In

,

The Arms of Another, I Rediscovered A Truthn
)
(
(

Wagamese sums up his experiences as a foster child as nwhere I: effectively lost my ethnic identity
the Ojibway author has struggled

....

(148), The conflict

with is internal as opposed to an

external one that Culleton vividly remembers.

In a 1988

Herald story, Siksika elder Russell Wright refers to former Native
foster children like Wagamese as wcultural orphans,

in Meili

54).4

. .."

(qtd.

Part of Ftichard Wagamesefs turmoil over his iden-

tity is due to Childrenrs Aid Society's

failure to introduce him to

his Ojibway culture.

The former 0jibway ward is a prime example of Native children,
fostered or adopted, without any familial or cultural ties t o their
past.

In other words, they are deprived of a Native identity.

Mohawk scholar Patricia Monture-Angus stresses the importance of

selfhood in a lesson she learned:

"There is a teaching that ex-

plains that you must know where you have been in order to know

where you are going ,

fSaman Sne-

86)

...

(in Thunder in mv Soul A

. Because G a r n e t has no clue about who he is, he

drifts in and out of places like a nomad.

Michael CreaL quotes

philosopher Alasdair mcIntyre who sees the necessity in the p a s t

in gaining a present and future understanding of self:

Whatever our stance w i t h reference to those
communities and traditions that have in some
measure shaped us, our individual stories and
our particular quests can only be understood
in the light of the larger stories of those
communities and their traditions. (qfd. in
Creal 259)
G a r n e t gradually

recovers his self and knows where he is going only

after he is reunited with his family and community.

Children from every ethnic background are special.

They are

the epitome of innocence and unconditional love, Hany traditional

Aboriginal communities respect children regarding them
from the Creator, in perfect hamtony w i t h the world
(qtd. in Cross 2 8 5 )

.'

gifts

....

II

Unfortunately, not every child is apprecia-

ted as unique human beings.

Especially the ones who come from abu-

sive and/or neglectful homes.

Culleton and Wagamese depict the

Raven childran as emotionally and psychologically wounded from a
past and present overwrought w i t h uncertainty.

Perhaps the Dions

(a n i c e French Catholic family), the MacAdamsf and Steindalls in
il Rautree are replicas of Beatrice W l e t o n Mosionierpscaring
F

foster family of I1 years, Mr. and Mrs. Roy (Culleton Mosionier

.

Culleton also has known foster children who have been placed

247)

into bad homes (in Lutz

99) ,

Overinflated perhaps as a character,

Krs. DeRosier becomes an emblem for the cold, unvelcormfng, and,
therefore, neglectful foster parent. As f o r Richard Wagamese, his
years as a ward can

voice:
*

e

*

e

"you

nost likely be understood through Garnet's

never ever felt like people really wanted you around

(Wagamese 23).

To p u t it another way, he felt like he

was always intruding on people who felt obligated to take care of

him.

Both writers succeed in capturing the l o n e l i n e s s , helpless-

ness and anger that foster children and their natural parents feel

from separation.
Beatrice Culleton and Richard Wagamese provide two examples

of provincial governmental seizure.

Their stories are merely a

sliver of the number of Aboriginal children who end up in care.
Between the early 1960s to the early 19BOs, a disturbing trend developed in relation to Native youth.

Suzanne Fournier and E r n i e

Crey present startling figures that illustrate the number of Native

children in care:
By the late 1970s, one in four status Indian
children could expect to be separated from
his or her parents for all or part of childhood. If non-status and Ketis children, on
whom statistics were n o t maintained, are included, the statistics show that one in three,
or in some provinces every other aboriginal
child, spent part of his or her childhood as
a legal ward of the state , ,
(88)

..

A

couple of factors account for these bleak numbers.

First o f a l l ,

social workers t e n d e d t o scrutinize Native people more because of

an overall l o w opinion of t h e m .

Hence, an unusual trend quickly

emergedwhere Native children became staggeringlyoverrepresented

in care:

"By 1980, about 15,000 native children were under the

control of child welfare agencies across Canada, and three-quarters
of a l l adopted Indian children were placed in non-native homes"

Poverty is among the social problems winding its way through
the fictional world of -1
Whether on the White D o g

-tree

and w r C N B into reality.

reserve in north-

Ontario, or the inner

city of Winnipeg, both places represent thousands of others where

Aboriginals dot Canada's

map.

Although Wolfgang Iset is not keen

on fiction mingling with reality, believing that "literary texts

-

. . do not correspond to any objective reality outside themselves
. * . *

"

I think that the poverty, or whole situation

(521,

Culleton and Wagamese present, very much reflects an "objective
realityavthat is apparent to every Canadian.
Poverty is another factor contributing to the N a t i v e chil-

dren's

uprooting.

The fictional Native families Culleton and

Wagamese describe are poor, but both writers refrain from blaming

the parents (as needy people generally are) for their situation.

Culleton and Wagamese sympathize w i t h the children8s caregivers,

citing Henry Raintree's
ment's

tuberculosis (Culleton I), or the govern-

failure to provide Garnetts parents with adequate employment

and housing on White Dog reserve (Wagamese 9-10) a s the source of

their poverty.

Understandably, the social workers8 attention is

fixed on the poor children whose basic needs of food, clothing and
shelter are not met.

It is absolutely imperative that the needy

children receive financial help to keep them healthy.

Providing

low income families with enough gift certificates for food, for

example, can only help the child/ren and their parhnt(s) or
guardian(s) who no longer have to worry so much about their next
meal. School programs, soup kitchens, food banks, and shelters are

v$taL in helping the poor.

Additional money i s @$so needed from

the public and private sector to provide more affordable housing

for them. In a different way, sometimes the more affluent children

are deprived of

hours.

attention as well, their parent(s) working long

Or, like a c e r t a i n number of their counterparts, they are

abused or beaten,
Even though other Native foster children across Canada can re-

late to

Garnet

Raven, that does not mean that the Children's

u d

Society should be abolished.

That is because they provide a safe

place for high r i s k children.

No child (or anyone or anything for

that matter) deserves to ever be subjected to abuse or neglect.

Because of one caring man's

vision, thousands of needy children

across Canada have been rescued from any further mistreatment.
Deeply concerned about, and committed to protecting the country's

vulnerable children, Mr. John Joseph Kelso became ecstatic when the
Ontario l e g i s l a t u r e passed legislation i n their favour called "An
A c t for the Prevention of Cruelty to, and Better Protection of,

Childrenw on May 27, 1893 (mOntario legislature OKs l a w to prevent

cruelty t o children

. . . .*

458)

.

Mr. Kelsors deep compassion

for children was recognized as he became designated as "a founder

of the Childrents Aid Society,

. . . " ("Ontario legislature O K s

law to prevent cruelty to childrenn
Society's

458).

He also became the

first superintendent responsible for placing any suspec-

ted abused and/or neglected child into alternative temporary care.
While the guidelines for apprehending children are the same
all across Canada, foster care f a l l s under provincial, not fedezal

jurisdiction.

Since First Nations children (those with Status)

w e r e a federal responsibility as outlined in the

,

Ottawa

gave the provincial governments sweeping control over their destiny

in 1951 when the A c t became politically revamped. Brad Evenson explains further in "Sixties Scoopn (April 19, 1998):

"In 1951, the

federal government amended Section 88 o f the

Act

to make

a l l laws of general application in a province apply on resenresH
(paraphrased by Evenson, U 2 )

. Skipping the euphemism, the federal

government8s revised amendment saw a rash of N a t i v e children enter
the child care system.

The federal government has a long history of intervening i n t o

Native family life.

It began in 1889 when thousands of Native

children were taken from their families and placed into residential
schools.
care,

Contact with Native people surfaced again w i t h foster

The number of Native inmates held in provincial and federal

penetentiaries are unsettlingly high.

For instance, in Bowden,

80%

of the inmates in custody are Native (phone interview, unidentified Manager, 1997)

. Canada's

correctional system has become a re-

pository for unresolved social ills.
e He-a

blem:

Bleak statistics given in

Circle (1998) reflect the magnitude of the pro-

"Natives make up only 3% of Canadars entire population yet

15% of the federal prison population is Aboriginal.

The situation

is much worse in provincial jails, especially on the prairies where

over [one-]half the innates are Nativem In her essay "Lessons in
Decolonization: Aboriginal Ovarrepresentatfon inCanadiancriminal

Justi~a,~
Nonture-Angus includes recentstatisffcs cornpiledby the
~orrecti
onal Service of Canada.

They reflect a a considerable r i s e

in the number of federal Aboriginal Enmates on the prairies
(Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba):

@As of

November

1994,

aboriginal inmates accounted for 7 5 percent of the individuals in-

carcerated federally

.

,,

.

(qte. in Monture-Angus

340)

.* Whi-

le t h e documentary appears to d r a w f r o m older statistics, it cert a i n l y is fruitful in helping its viewers understand that today's
inmates were yesterday s dysfunctional children.

-

Some reasons the

narrator in Wrtgrr, the H e u a C u c l e gives to account for the disproportionate number of incarcerated Natives include:

.

alcohol abuse ,
. poverty

. . . [and] sexual abusem

"drug and

. . . parents were absent or neglectful
.. .

(Within

me

Healip-bcle).

Garnet

fits the above profile when he is convicted on drug charges (possession and attempt to traffic).

H i s plunge from foster child to

inmate is not surprising to Patrick Johnston who knows of other

former wards who were incarcerated* (qtd. in York 219).
characters featured in JKee~er'N
social statistics as well.

Other

and WiI R&trw mimick the

Consequently, there is something

starkly real about theml Particularly Keeper, a recovering alco-

holic (Wagamese

64),

and Nancy (Cheryl's

Native friend), a victim

of i n c e s t who has worked as a prostitute to support her addictions

and her family

(Culleton

82).

Garnet Raven and the Raintree sisters indefinite status as
wards lie

in the social workersf ethnocentric attitudes. Already

the seizure of the Raven children

Acoose singles out April's-

&as been discussed. Janice

social worker Mrs. Seatple as a harborer

of ethnocentric beliefs in her essay %iterature, Image, and Societal Values."
girl syndrome,

Acooae lists Hrs. Semplefs coinage of the "native
=

..

to support her reasoning (49).

I find

~pris
l and Cheryl s social workersr unwillingness to believe, let

alone hear the childrenrs pleas about Mrs. DeRosier, telling in the
impressions they have formed of the girls. While their impressions

can be attributed to the girlst subordinate positions as foster
children, it also reinforces the erroneous belief that as Native

people their word is somehow less credible.

Wanitoba provincial

judge Edwin Kimelman has spearheaded a provincial inquiry into
Aboriginal children in foster care.

The staff judge Kimelman cri-

ticizes are no different from the Raven's

and Raintree's

social

workers :
m[they] ltseemed abysmally uninformed about
native value systems.
[The fnquiry finds 1
[tlhey were insensitive to the cultural values
of native people and did n o t understand native
attitudes toward child rearing. They seamed
to be programmed to regard native peopler "as
carriers of the symptons of social-pathology
rather than as fully rounded human beings
with weaknesses and- strengths," the judge
s a i d . (qtd. in York 216)7

Judge K i m e l m a n has come across c e r t a i n social workers who have

formed preconceived notions of Native families.

Cukleton and

Waganese would agree w i t h K i m e l m a n , reenacting such attitudes

in a

fictional context.
From 1889-1984 many First N a t i o n children across the nation

were sent off to residential schools.
this m a t t e r )

(See personal insight on

Their family never had a choice to keep their chil-

dren because a federal amendment made to the fndign A c t authorized

Indian A g e n t s to apprehend their children. According to Comeau and

Santin, the government's

motive for sending children far away w a s

to speed up the process of lt'civiliz[inglr the Indian children,
e

m

It

-

.

(127)

Jean Barman, Yvonne K. Hebert, and Don ~cCaskill

sum up the Indiansr whole formal learning experiences as a place

where

tt

[ e]ducation

became an agent of assimilationN ( 4 ) , Massive

confusion from cultural and communal separation remained, shown in
the childrens' eyes.

Sadly, they looked like clones with the same

short hair cuts and wearing the same clothes.

Some

former students

still carry around emotional, mental, physical, and spiritual

wounds from their past.

Mrs. Alice Raintree, Mrs. Alice Raven and

the Ojibway elder Keeper a l l attended residential schools.

The

impact is so widespread that Geoffrey York found that "the term
fresidential-school syndromer was coined by psychologists

(qtd. i n Gaqne 95 )

.

. ...

that if the effects of residen-

Gagne ad&

tial school had n o t been so severe, then there would be no need f o r

.

psychologists t o upgrade it to syndrome status (95)

"abuse

. . . . [and a] loss of

culture

...

Gagne

lists

that some of the

fonner students suffered and some subsequently passed on, as a few
characteristics of the syndrome

(95)

.

A common concern numerous residential school survivors have

raised is their inability to parent.

That is because, when they

were children, their bond with their o m parents and whole communal
family was abruptly severed. A severe deficiency in nurturing and

mentoring resulted, randomly affecting how former students relate
to their own children.

In m d e r

ia mv

Soul

-

Mobawk Wo=

Sneaks, Patricia Monture-Angus gives an example of a N a t i v e chief

whose struggle is certainly applfcable to many:

Because of the treatment in residential schools,
I didntt understand how t o raise my children. I
didn't know how to love my children, how to hold
my children. It's an awful feeling when you let
children g r o w up in your midst and you cannot
hold t h e m in your arms, w i t h the warm tender love
that you are capable of. I lacked all that information, all those skills. (qtd. in MontureAngus 174 Emphases mine)&=
Building a cohesive family has prevailed for some Native Indians

in spite of residential school setbacks.

Mrs. Alice Raven, w i t h

fortitude like her grandmothers, has strived t o keep her family

u n i t intact even during her bittersweet years spent at boarding
school

(Wagamese 36)

Children's

Only when her children become wards of the

Aid Society does Mrs. Raven f a l l into a zigzag pattern

of alcohol abuse.

Her desire to be sober eventually returns once

she and her husband John M u k w a are given visitation rights.

Jean Barman has learned that w i t h every family who recovers
fromthe ~tresidential-schoolsyndr~me,~
others, like Mrs. Raintree,
do not.

Linda Jaine explains:

wSubjugation has taken its toll on

our cultures. Indigenous peoples have the highest rates of impoverishment, incarceration, suicide and alcoholism i n Canada. Much
of this can be traced back to the abuse received at the residential

schoolsm (qtd. in Barman 2 7 3 ) .

While Alice Raven keeps her b i t -

tersweet school memories to herself, Keeper struggles to deal w i t h

similar memories by acquiring a lifelong alcoholic addiction.

A

disturbing pattern to emerge o u t of 5ainets observation is that the
younger generation

-

Cheryl, April

and Garnet

- have inherited

these social ills to varying degrees.
The texts I have chosen, v

e

a and

tN He, cover

a wide array o f social issues.

M y reason for studying Culleton's

abridged text rather than a

ate.

me.

is deliber-

l Ft-ee

i

The excessive expletives i n the original version disturbed

While I acknowledge that CuLleton8s revised edition is meant

for high school students, I feel that the plot and narrative voice

is still essentially the same.

Therefore, analysis would

not be

affected.
An

interest in what Native people have to say is slowly gain-

ing momentum.

That includes school board committees.

In 1984,

some Manitoba high school students have gained insight into
Culletonfs earlier reality when uil w

e

e became one of two

books to be part of their provincial curriculum (Barman, Hebert,

and Mccaskill, 16).

Culleton info-

lier that her original composition

J. I. Bridgeman a y e a r ear-

-B S

-

w of -Raintree

made its way into university classrooms (46).

Published in

1994,

erfN Me has been taught at the post-secondary level as well,
one of my classes included.
e~er'N Me received the 1995 Best Novel A w a r d from the

Writerrs Guild of Uberta.

K e n McGoogan supports Waqanese's

Literary achievement as well adding that * Lilt's

important literary debut of

1994"

praises Wagamese for writing Keef

(Dl).
PN

first

arguably the most

Professor Agnes G r a n t
as it "is a significant

contribution to Canadian literature as it presents a segment of
Canadian society which historically has been largely ignored, un-

duly romanticized, or appropriated by non-Native writersm

"Manitoba Historyu 5 2 )

(in

. Both novels serve as indispensable r a n -

ders to the challenges facing numerous Aboriginal families.

My

thesis addresses some of these issues, concentrating primarily on
how foster care m e m o r i e s i n non-Native homes has affected the
Native characters* identities.

Linking memories to one's

self is

an over-arching theme which each of the three chapters handle differently,
Chapter two deals w i t h the short and long-term ramifications

of separation within the Raven and Raintree families. Geographic
displacement from health-related, treaty-related, or educationalrelated factors is just one type of separation the two Aboriginal

families essentially undergo.

The principal topic this chapter

will cover are the m a i n charactersr internal disengagement from
self.

While Wagamese constructs Garnet as a trickster figure

(Raven, one of a myriad of cultural teaching figures) to illustrate

his confusion and shame as an "Indian," Culleton depicts April with
"Indian Princessw qualities.

Negative popular cultural images of

the Wain Street Indian reinforces Garnet's

inferiority

.

and April's

sense of

Cheryl s abandonment of self comes about from disco-

vering painful secrets about her family.

Her overly idealistic

nature sadly leads to her addictions and suicide.
Chapter three shows how the type of experiences the Raven and

Metis sisters encounter affects their notion of self. While Garnet
only recalls his memories as a ward and inmate, the Raintree foster
girls still renembes their parents* The inmate Garnet is sure to

generate a diversity of responses from readers who either -pa-

thize w i t h

-,

or see him as just another " N a t i v e con.m

Aprilts

presence in the l e g a l system a s a rape victim is effective and necessary as it reminds the jury of readers that countless Native
people have appeared before the justice systam.

Chapter three ex-

presses how these mewries/experiences profoundly affects how the
young protagonists view themselves.

Memories are viewed from another angle in chapter four. They
become empowering for piecing together a once fractured self.
Garnet

f i n a l l y f i n d s himself after years of wandering like a drif-

ter thanks to his family who exposes him t o familial, cultural and
spiritual memories. A p r i l lifts herself up out of trauma w i t h newfound M e t i s pride born out of accepting her sister's

suicide, and father8s alcoholism.

and mother's

Whila the memories the charac-

ters experience in chapter three ebb away from their selves, the
ones i n this chapter are waves flowing back to the self. April and
Garnet feel their soothing undulation.

While 1 am analytical, my approach gives me freedom to express
m y sensitive nature which stems out of my beliefs as a Christian

and respect for the Sacred Circle of Life

[See chapter

four).

While I have never been a foster child, I can somewhat relate to

their loneliness and helplessness, having been hospitalized as a
childeu I am humbled to be given the opportunity t o write about

Native foster children in care, using Beatrice Culletonrs

Raintree and Richard Wagamesers m
have been f a i r in my assessment,

e r f N

Ha

as guides.

I hope 1

Notes for Chapter 1

Patrick Johnstonts term "Sixties ScoopN appeared in
are +Svstggg ( O t t a w a :
Canadian Council on Social Development, 1983).

Since Richard Wagamesets apprehension by the Ontario
Children's Aid Society in 1959 at the age o f 3, the Ontario
legislature passed new legislation designed to improve the
well-being of Indian children entering foster care. Following is a description of the A c t :
The Child u d F&lv
service^ Act also represents a significant and historic breakthrough in services to Indian chfldren and families in Ontario, There are many provisions i n
the Act specific to Indian children and families. These are
unparalleled by any other jurisdiction in Canada. No other
province has so clearly recognized the importance of raintaining the cultural environment of children coming into
care. The Act provides clear instructions to the court and
other persons making orders or determinations in the best
interests of the child, that where the child is an Indian
person, the person making the order or determination shall
take into consideration the importance of preserving the
child's cultural identity. The A c t also explicitly instructs
the court and children's aid societies to place the child, if
the child is an Indian person and removal from the home is
necessary, w i t h a member of the childts extended family,
a member of the childrs band, or another Indian family,
unless there is s u b s t a n t i a l reason for placing the child
elsewhere. (Ontario Ministry of Community and Social
Services 1985~2).

Whenever I have used the word Caucasian in my thesis,
I have used it as a more respectful way of referring to white
people.
It has come to my attention that the word Caucasian also
refers to "persons of European, No. African, or southwest
Asian ancestry
(In Bebstergs New C o l l e a a t e Dtct~onary
175). I only use the word Caucasian in my thesis to refer to
w h i t e people in general.
-0)

&

I

' Russell Wrightcs comment originally appeared in the
following source:
Mark Lowey, "Vanishing Society: '
1 think we're going to lose
our heritagetw (The
H a , I1 September 1988), F6.

' Terry L. Cross's comment first appeared in the following source, of which he provides some insight:
"Children of the EagleegtA 28-minute color ffln, produced by
Oklahoma State University, Telecommunications Center,
Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1980, describes the American Indian
family and contrasts contemporary family life with traditional
Indian customs.

Incarceration statistic of Native inmates came from the
following source:

Correctional Service of Canada.
Internal CSC newsletter, (nd)

199443.

"Aboriginal Issues,"

' Judge Kimelman gave h i s findings i n a number of reports
after undergoing a lengthy inquiry from 1983-1985 concerning
Native foster children, It is called the Review Committee on
Indian and Ketis Adoptions and Placements.
a One of the biggest injustices committed against Native
people was the abuse and neglect many of them suffered while
in residential schools. A friend of mine remarkably became a
Christian in spite of attending one of these schools. She
told me, also a Christian, that people should never criticize
the message (meaning the ones found in the mlv B w ) , but
the messenger (meaning the brothers and nuns in the schools
who were mean-spirited).
What she said was very important.
I think that is a fundamental distinction to always keep in
mind.

* More infomation on the "residential-school
drumett can be found in the following source:
York, Geoffrey,

4a€mm, 37,

The nispossessed=fe

syn-

and neath in Native

The chiefKs comment came from the following source:
( F i r s t Nations Circle on the Constitution 1992:7).

When 1 was 9 years old, I was admitted to the local
hospital in northern M a n i t o b a for a f e w weeks because of a
kidney infection and high fever. My recolllctions of this
time were lengthy periods of loneliness and sadness. I was
so miserable that one of my hospital toomates referred to re
indirectly as a "sour puss." I: just wanted to go home1 The
hugs and k i s s e s and comics my mom and family brought ma when
they came to v i s i t me made me feel better* 1 feel this
experience has helped re to relate a little more to what the
Raintree and Raven children are going through.

Generational Separation: The Internal/Eutarnal Plight
of the Raintree and Raven children

Chapter 2:

Wrenching a p a r t family members extends beyond the fictional

realm of the Native characters in Kee-

'N Me and -1

include Beatrice Culleton8s and R i c h a r d Wagamese's

R-tree

to

reality.

The

affect varies from an internal dislocation of the self to an ex-

ternal separation from community. T h i s chapter will begin by assessing how the Raintree and Raven parents8 separation from their
community, family and selves contributes to their absence as care-

givers.

It will then explore how state apprehension affects the

lives of Garnet Raven and the Raintree sisters, particularly their

initial reaction t o separation from their family, from each other

as children and adults, and from their 'selvest and heritage.
The current troubles besetting the Raven and Raintree siblings

as foster children originate from earlier difficulties their parents faced.

Parental neglect becomes the premise the social work-

ers' use t o apprehend the N a t i v e offspring. A substantial abuse of
alcohol guarantees H e n r y and A l i c e Raintree's

absence, but ironi-

cally the non-drinking Ojibway couple John Mukwa and Alice Raven
still lose their children anyway over a gross cultural misunderstanding. A s a result of the misunderstanding, Gramma Raven's

role

as a communal caregiver is conpletely overlooked.

Identifying the Native parents teason(s) for plunging into al-

coholism is necessary to understand why they have become dysfunctional.

H e n r y and Alice Raintree wtll be dealt w i t h first,
20

April

recalls her parents first taking "medicine* (really alcohol) i n
Winnipeg.

Therefore, since April s parents never needed any '@nedi-

cinem when they lived in their home community of Norway House (once
a mafor Hudson's

Bay Company fur trading point)',

it can be de-

duced that their cultural, economic, and perhaps, spiritual needs

were met.

In other words, their Metfs identity and sustenance as

a people were looked after.
Although Mr. Raintree does not tell h i s o l d e s t daughter A p r i l
h i s reason@) for moving h i s family t o Winnipeg, receiving proper

medical care2 and finding work i n spite of his tuberculosis must

factor into it.

However, instead of securing employment, Henry

Raintree finds himself caught i n an inner city rut l i k e so many
other Aboriginal people who lack the technical skills and sometimes
health to better their s i t u a t i o n .

Significant about this move to

the city is how cultural displacement, resorting

handouts, and loneliness have driven April's
and mother t o consume alcohol.

to government

and Cherylrs father

The extent of H e n r y Raintree's

separation (and that of his family for that ratter) is not only
geographical, but also includes a self in limbo, once he realizes

that his days as an independent working man are over.

ting on her dad's

When reflec-

struggle w i t h T.B. and "how it had caused him to

lose everything he had worked forn (Culleton I), April is not o n l y

referring to the monetary possessions he has been forced to sell,
but h i s purpose and pride as well,

A community of relatives must have helped Alice Rain-

to

keep her memories of residential school under control. The satis-

faction her husband receives from his hard work contributes to
their relatively stable family unit.

However, the Hetis family

falls apart after a draining experience with city l i f e .

Henry

Raintreats shredded self-esteem as a defeated unemployable man and

Alice Raintreere unspoken troubles drives them both to find solace

in the bottle.

Too preoccupied with their own problems, they end

end up neglecting April's

Garnet's

and Cheryl's

needs.

parents' bout with alcoholism does not begin until

culturally incompetent social workers wrench their children away

from them.

Apprehending the Raven children without consulting with

their grandmother first not only proves the government employees
are unscrupulous, but also that they disrespect their 0 jibway cli-

ents.

Alice Raven gradually recovers from her alcohol addiction

just as she has remarkably done from residential school years ear-

Her daily prayers to the Creator has helped her heal her

lier.
wounds.

Mr. John Mukwa has chosen to carry h i s heartache alone,

trying to fill his emotional gashes by drownfng it in beer.

In the

end, he succumbs to a similar fate as Cheryl Raintree does with

speculations of h i m jumping off a bridge

(Waqantese 5 0 ) .

If the Ontario ChildrentsAid Society had given some attention

to traditional Ojibway cultural methods of child rearing in the

first place, John Mukwa's

death could have been prevented.

The

irony is that G 8 m e t f s parents periodic absence is a selfless ges-

ture on their part to fulfil their childrentsbasic needs.
the social workers, Garnet's

Yet, to

parents are only irresponsible and

neglectful. What is most distressing about the flock of scattered
Ravens is the inevitability of their situation,

Ontario Hydto8s flooding of the Raven family's

traditional

hunting grounds not only has diminished their food supplies, but
also has depleted their trapping sales.

The Ojibway family's

mis-

fortune is not an isolated incident. Other Native communities such
as James Bay in northern Quebec and South Indian Lake in northern
Wanitoba have also been flooded.

(To be fair to some Hydro compa-

nies, the one in Manitoba has helped out countless Native families
by recruiting Native workers.

These families would otherwise

struggle w i t h poverty. Finding a balance which protects nature is

the key) = The Raven family is a telling axample of how the federal
and provincial governments have failed First Nations people. A se-

vere housing shortage and widespread unemployment on White Dog (indicative of many Indian reserves) from a lack of federal money has
put the Ravens in a dilemma.

T h e treaty land they have been living

on has somehow come under Ontario Hydro's
allowed Garnet's

control.

If the company

family to remain on "their property," they would

still harangue over the legaL entitlement to fish, hunt and trap

there.

Even if the O j i b w a y family could access their treaty rights

it would not be enough to sustain them.

Extensive flooding has

thwarted any chance of the Ravens mintaining their traditional
economy and Livelihood. While moving to Minaki has improved their
economic situation, it has generated a series of other problems,
The shack and its location on the periphery of town where the

Ravens* nest is rich in meaning.

Its dilapidated condition matches

the Raintree family's
the Raven's

rundown dwellings in Winnipeg.

The fact that

shack is located near the outskirts of town only af-

firms their place a s outsiders:

poor and Native.

Both factors

prove detrimental to these two families who are closely monitored.

The decision to intervene in the Raintree s i t u a t i o n is definitely

warranted, but scholars like Janice Acoose do not agree.
In nThe Problem of "fSearchingmFor April Raintree," Janice
Acoose regards the Raintree sisters* s o c i a l workers a s "colonial

auth~rities...~ (230).

There is no question that sore adults in

authority committed grievous wrongs, or made incompetent errors,

against the Native children and their families under their care.
Their mistreatment has left countless former wards emotionally dis-

traught from their traumatic experiences.

Yet, to paint every

social worker (nun, or priest for that matter) with the same

brusque stroke is unfair no matter how justified Aboriginals feel

in doing so.

The only way for anyone to heal is to forgive.

That

is not easy to do, especially for anyone who has suffered from
abuse in any way.

I am glad that the Aboriginal Healing Foundation

(a national program which helps former residential school students)
is in place.

It is a start, but hopefully it will allow its parti-

cipants to overcome their pain, and to feel better within.

Social workers tend to be criticized for meddling too much
into family's

lives.

In the case of the Raven family, I defi-

nitely agree that the two government workers had no right to remove the Ojibway children from their grandmother.

Whan it comes

to the Raintree sisters* social workers, Janice Acoose appears to

a s s e s s them too harshly.
"colonial authorities

By directing the blame solely at the

...

for removing the Metis children from

their home, Acoose relieves H e n r y and Alice Rafntree from any re-

sponsibility as parents. The implication of Acoose8s words is that
the social workers are wrong for apprehending A p r i l and Cheryl.

I

do not agree w i t h her that Alice Raintree is not ill and therefore

fit to take care of her two daughters

(Acoose 230).

If a l l is

well in the Metis home then Alice Raintree would not herself admit

that she and her husband "cantt take care of [our daughters]

.

(Culleton 7).

1 respect Mrs. Raintree for her honesty under

emotionally straining circumstances,

I am sure the Metis girl's

mother would agree w i t h Agnes G r a n t , in ItAbuse and Violence:

Raintree's

...
April

Human Rights (if she had any)," that she and her hus-

band, along w i t h the people v i s i t i n g their home, have acted like

nirresponsible adults

. . ,,*

(Grant 238 )

.

In her doctoral

dissertation called "An Ethnography of Drinking and Sobriety Among

the Lakota S i ~ w c ,Lakota
~
Sioux scholar Dr, Beatrice Medicine out-

lines some attributes of dysfunctional families, some which are
present in the Raintree home:

%any of the dissonances

of Lakota

l i f e--family deterioration, loss of Lalcota values ; spouse and child

neglect;

. . . are all related to

abose of alcoholn (qtd.

in

Dorris 93 [Emphases mine]).% If the *colonial authoritiesm had not
f n t m e n e d into the Raintree home, April and Cheryl would still
feel their parents love, but their alcoholism addictions would deprive the girls of their right to l i v e in a stable environment,

Janice Acoose is not convinced that baby Annags sickly condf-

t i o n warrants reasonable grounds to apprehend April and Cheryl.
Depending on the type of illness the baby suffers from, I feel
that, at the very least, it merits reasonable cause to investigate

the Raintree home.

Speculation about baby Anna runs high since

Beatrice Culleton does not let her readers know what is wrong w i t h

In In Search of Cheryl Raintree, and Her H o t h e r ,

her.

Professor

Jeanne Perreault has found some illnesses common among Native bab-

ies (preventable diseases a f f l i c t i n g m f l l i o n s of suffering children
living in third world countries), which Anna could have.

They are:

. . . . pneumonia and i n f e c t i o n s of the respiratory
. . . . diarrheal disease [and] gastro-enteritis . . .

w[m]eningitis
tract

(Perreault

tt

263).

Raised on welfare, surrounded by alcohol, Anna

could have become ill.
Although it cannot be proven, Mrs. Raintree may have inadver-

t e n t l y contributed to her daughters* apprehension. That fs because

Mrs. Raintree was l i k e l y drinking at the time of baby Anna's conception and afterwards.

If she was consuming alcohol, perhaps, un-

knowingly, she placed her innocent c h i l d at risk of struggling with
lifelong learning disorders and severe health problems

-- a f e w

characteristics of fetal alcohol syndrome. Then again, maybe Anna

is just a sickly infant.

Apri18s and Cheryl's

would seem to support that.

healthy condition

What causes Anna to become sick will

never be known. The late mixed-blood scholar Michael Dorris (part
Hodoc) underscores the danger alcohol poses to the developing child

in his book Plh-n

C a r

a comprehensive study on fetal alcohol

syndrome and fetal alcohol effect.

Some findings he uncovered in

scientific studies are scary:

tcSome e a r l y research suggested the

horrible prospect that either females or males who were drunk at
the time of conception could have

.--

(Dorris 231).

a negative impact on a fetus,

Given that the m a n Mrs. Raintree has slept

with is also drinking at the t i m e , it only compounds the serious
nature of Anna's deteriorating health.

April and Cheryl enter the

foster care system n o t f r o m varying periods of neglect, but because
of Anna0s s i c k l y condition. Only then do child welfare authorities

intervene

(Cullaton 7).

Perhaps Mts. Raintree's

alcoholism con-

sumption might have something to do with m a ' s sickness and her

daughters' removal. f am a l l for keeping families together provided parent (s) or guardian(s) attend regular counselling sessions t o

face their addictions, and are no danger to their child/ren.

At

the same t i m e though, I do understand the anonymous personrs/peoples' reason(s) for contacting Manitoba Children's

Aid Society.

Aprilfs recollection of t h e day her f d l y became split apart

is understandably steeped in trauma,

Culleton has reconstructed

her own agonizing experience through Aprilfs point of view which
tends to r e f l e c t the reality of apprehensfon. The helpless feeling
of being stripped apart from one's

family is something that many

foster children certainly can reIate to April is no different,

sunken emotionally once her pleas to the social workers, police
officers and mother fail

(Gulleton 7 ) .

I feel sorry for April

who cannot understand why she and Charyl are being taken away. All
her innocent mind can comprehend is that her mother is there;

therefore, she is able to look after her and Cheryl.

The under-

lying issues of alcoholism resulting i n neglect, and her sister
Anna's sickly health,

are kept from her, adding to her growing be-

Immediate sorrow for her sobbing mother changes as

wilderment.

April has t i n e t o ref lac+ on her mother%

unexpected reaction over

the whole ordeal:

"My mother should have fought with her life to

keep us w i t h her.

Instead, she had simply handed us over.

didnft make any sense to mem

(Culleton

8).

It

Only when April be-

comes a young woman does she begin t o understand her motherrs pas-

siveness.

She was an alcoholic and wanted her daughters to be

raised i n a more nurturing environment.

That did n o t lessen

April * s overwhelming disbelief and betrayal until many years later.
Cheryl sheds a wellspring of tears when the grown-ups i n uni-

forms take her and " A p p l e f r away.

Given Cheryl's

age, April s u r d -

ses that she is likely only crying because her older sister i s , and

not because she has any comprehension a t a l l of what is happening
to her family

(Culleton 8 ) .

She is just a little girl who knows

something is instinctively wrong because her mother and her older
sister are beset with sadness.

In her c h i l d i s h innocence, Cheryl

has not got any experiential worldliness to link April and her own

seizure to varying periods of parental neglect from alcohol abuse.
She just wants April and herself to remain w i t h their mom and dad

(Culleton 9 ) .

Cheryl's

tears are without doubt

genuine, especial-

ly when it hits her i n the social workarts car that she and April
are leaving their m o t h e r .

H e n r y Raintree's

absence during his daughtersr apprehension

can be interpreted in a variety of ways.

It could be indicative of

the dysfunctional nature of the Metis household with the male fig-

ure nowhere to be found.

Or, he could have found temporary work

away from Winnipeg, which could explain his absence from home.

Another possibility is that Mr. Raintree's

preoccupation with

happenings elsewhere is a deliberate ploy on Culletonps p a r t designed s o l e l y to heighten the suspense and pathos found in the

intervention scene.

Or, the Metis man% distance away from his

family likely signifies an increasing rift between him and his

wife.

Whatever the reason@)

may be, it becomes easier for the

social workers to separate the family unit without Mr. Raintree's
presence

.

Every detail about M e Raven children's

counter to the Raintrees.

apprehension runs

Most pronounced are the deceptive

social workers who entice the Ojibway children away from their

unknowing Grandmother using chocolate bars.

The underhanded ap-

proach these authorities use oversteps the legal one the other so-

cial workers use when dealing w i t h the Raintree family.

At least

Alice and Henry Raintree know that their alcohol addiction is the

reason the state intervened, and that they have visiting rights,
whereas, John Mukwa and Alice Raven have not been told anything.
The only information Ontario Children's

Aid Society ever imparted

t o them is that their beloved children have been taken into care.
Alice Raven does n o t find o u t until years later that she and her
husband John could have appealed the apprehension of their children

(Wagamese

56).

That would have been an option for them if they

were properly informed of their legal rights from the beginning.

Garnet gains a fuller understanding of his earliest experien-

ces as a foster c h i l d from his older sister Jane. Her recollection
of the only home the Raven children share together is an all too
familiar reminder of the other homes where Garnet has felt unwanted.

love.

The f o s t e r parents in this particular home are devoid of
T h e monies Children's Aid has entrusted the caregivers with

to buy the Raven children's

Christmas gifts has s e l f i s h l y been

spent elsewhere. The love that Garnet's

older brothers and sister

have for their baby brother is tangibly expressed in a "toy truck,

...

It

they give him for Christmas

(Wagamase 11).

This filial

bond still remains strong even i n an uncaring environment where the

caregivers clearly want their children to have nothing to do w i t h
the Ravens:

foster home w e had on that farm had
about six other kids in their care, W e
a l l stayed i n a kind of d o m i t o r y on the
third floor of their farmhouse in bunkbeds
and w e had to help out w i t h the work around
the farm too. Anyway, these people didn't
exactly go out of their way to show us any
kind of real welcome. At Christmastime
while their k i d s w a r e whooping it up i n the
livingroom [emphasis mine] the foster kids
were m a d e to sit at a long table in the
porch [emphasis mine]. T h e r e weren't any
g i f t s for us either
(Wagamese 10-11)
the

....

The clearly laid out boundary

livingroom

-- the zone between the porch and the

-- says something about the foster parents.

The message

it trumpets to the Raven children is that they are not fully welcome.

If they were, they would have been fnvited to join the rest

of the foster family on this specfal day.
are kept out of bounds, segregated,

Instead, the foster k i d s

invisible wooden bars fence

them apart from the foster parentsr children.

The p i t i f u l way that

the Raven f o s t e r children are treated reminds me of the way Richard
C a r d i n a l was treated i n a few of his foster homes.

The Metis boy

once ate a m e a l alone on Christmas Day (a day celebrating Christ's
birth, and when love is shown), or, according to the documentary

rd C e n a l :

Crv

From a Dl-

of a Metzs

u,
he was some-

times blamed for a bladder problem he could not control.'
Another kind of dislocation Garnet goes through is when he becomes separated from his siblings while in care.

the small Native boy's

Everything about

parting conveys disconnection.

F o r in-

stance, the embrace Jane gives to Garnet is really a fond way of

expressing farewell.

The school bus driving off with the rest of

the R a v e n children in it marks the beginning of a temporal and spa-

t i a l separation between t h e m and Garnet.

The wind seems to howl a

dirge as it buries Garnet% small truck deep in the sandbox

(Wagamese 11).

No concrete trace of Garnet remains, heightening

the tragedy of h i s departure.

In contrast to the scene Richard Wagamese provides, Beatrice
Culleton describes the Metis sistersf detachment i n s i d e the walls

of a Catholic orphanage. W i t h the exception of the nuns who transcend the childranrs isolation through the loving example of Jesus,
others like Mother Superior rigidly enforce rules which often keep
family members of different ages apart.

Y e t , separating the young-

er sister away from the oldest sister did not quash Apri18s desire
to be near her:

"1 longed to go over to Cheryl and talk and play

w i t h her but I never dared cross that invisible boundary*

( N l e t o n 10).
Cheryl's

The strap, along with cutting off Aprilrs and

hair, are disturbing reminders of residential school which

Beatrice Culleton8s mother attended

(Culleton 316).

The strap-

pings become one of Mother Superiorrs cruel punishments to deter

April and the other worphansutfrom stepping out of line.
Another time April feels constrained within the walls of the
convent is the day her father tries to see his daughters.

The

.. .

stringent rules that forbid him, combined with the ltlocked

. . . . Itthickwindows . . . . * (Culleton 10) -- the
mazelike atmosphere of the place -- only heightens the distance
doorsttand

between the loved ones. Robert Frost's

famous poem wHendingWalln

highlights the pros and cons of fence building between two neigh-

bours.

When a few lines from his composition are used in another

context, Frost's

words are useful in describing the Raintree

sistersr experience in the orphanage:

ItBefore I built a wall Ird

ask to know/what I was walling in or walling out,

...

The Ketis sisters would not be able to comprehend Frost's

over constructing a wall.

(32-33)

dilemma

But they certainly would relate to his

difficulty over the boundaries walls impose. The interior wall
the "invisible boundarym (Culleton LO)

Cheryl. Whereas, another wall

crete

--

-- has k e p t h e r away from

-- literally composed of s o l i d con-

-- serves the dual purpose of keeping the distraught Metis

sisters in and their grief-stricken dad out.
hn addendum to Mr. Raintreeps attempt to visit his daughters

is crucial since it stresses distance on another level.
lfmits April's

Culleton

f a t h e r s visual range once he locates the convent.

The fact that the murky depths of the windows prevent him from see-

ing, hearing, and touching his oldest daughter reinforces his distance causing him to "look
turn

. . . awayu

. . . down at the ground and . . .

(Culleton 10). Naturally, April becomes deeply

upset when her pounding fists escape her father's

hearing.

The

plane of glass is deceptive allowing April to be near her dad but

n o t to touch h i m .
T h e outcome of (perhaps) April's

only chance t o see her father

manifests itself subconsciously while she sleeps.

I t is obvious

that the s t a t e seizure has taken a toll on April whose dreams re-

flect her unrelenting desire to be with her parents.

Her dreams

transcend boundaries, running into each other in a dizzying irere/
there dichotomy which goes nowhere.

During one of her naps A p r i l

is elated to sink i n t o her parentsr arms only to look up and see
the two social workers

(Culleton 11).

The more April yearns to

be with her family the more her anxiety and, subsequently, fever

rises. Reality interrupts Aprilf§ dreams, preventing her from ever
getting close to her loved ones.

The family visits April and Cheryl attend approximately four

times a year follows a routine pattern which resembles the r i s e and
f a l l of action i n a narrative.
the sisters

For instance, prior to the visits,

are excited, elated to see their family again.

Once

the hourglass tuns out they plunge into depression. Culleton cap-

-

tures the bittersweet essence of the Metis sisters' feelings. of

tentimes, for a few blissful hours, the Hetis family exchange hugs
and gifts, transcending the distance which usually separates them.

However, the family members quickly learn that togetherness is an

illusion.

Alice and Henry Raintree do not have the authority to

take their daughters home. Once their precious time together slips

away, the family is split apart again.
Children's

The restricted time frame

Aid sets aside for family visits leaves the unsettling

impression of loved ones who visit their family members or friends

in prison.

Rren the months the family must wait before they can

see each other again underlies their estrangement.

The long wait

between v i s i t s takes an emotional toll on the Metis parents who
gradually stop coming to see their daughters

Their absence compounds the girls* agony.

(Culleton 177-178).

The sisters manage to

bridge their own physical separation through letter writing.

Family v i s i t s is an experience Garnet does n o t share w i t h

April and Cheryl.

The type of separation Garnet and h i s siblings

go through is longer.

A letter Stanley Raven sends h i s baby bro-

ther in prison emphasizes a division.

The severance of familial

ties has had an ingrained effect on Garnet,

refers to h i s brother as "a guy

.. .

ff

The fact that

Garnet

(Wagamase 2 7 ) reinforces

the geographic and temporal distance between him and Stanley.

desperate tone of Stanley's

me down

letter such as "taken away

. . . come home . . .

The

. . . track

(Waganese 2 7 ) resonate of separa-

tion.

The briefing that Stanley gives to his Pissing brother

Garnet

about his family history conveys separation as well,

The main characters in

8w

l&

and

edly experience institutional seqregatfon.

-Raintree

repeat-

Whether it is fnside

a Catholic orphanage, certain foster homes, or in prison, April,

Cheryl and Garnet know what rigidly set boundaries feel like.

Ar-

guably, the most difficult line to cross is the demarcated one
etched w i t h i n the correctional facility.

Pf

In The W i s d u M e Cree

Cree elder P h i l i p A. Sinclair from Fisher River,

C a w ,

Manitoba alludes to incarceration when he tells interviewer/author
Sebastian Chumak that "the worst punishment on earth is isolationw

For almost three years Garnetrs reality is reduced to

(255).

watching the calendar turn over slowly like molasses. H i s freedom

is arrested due to the prosecution of a f e w drug charges:

session and intent to traffic (Wagawse 26)

pos-

. Mter spending oner-

ous days doing mundane farm work, the heavy clank of his prison
cell door reinforces G a r n e t r s isolation.

Like so many other in-

mates, Garnet struggles with the lonely companion which accompanies
segregation.

That includes U . S .

political prisoner of 23 years

Leonard Peltier whom Veronique Mandal of the -or

S*

has

learned "wages a daily fight against the ravages of loneliness
.

e

m

*

"

(qtd. in

He-

not only reinforce Garnet's

OS1).

The demarcated boundaries

isolation, but also his loneliness.

Richard Wagamese certainly understands the dreariness a f f e c t i n g i n -

mates, relaying h i s prison experiences w i t h me in an interview
(Wagamese)
G a r n e t struggles w i t h a Native self that is beyond his compre-

hension.

The Ontario ChildrenRshid Society has deprived h i m of a

sound 0jibway identity by shutting him off from his family, culture
and spirituality.
care setup:

His tenuous self is guaranteed given his foster

lost touch w i t h who I: was pretty quick.

G r o w i n g up

in all-white homes, going to all-white schools, playing with allwhite k i d s ,

,

."

(Wagamese 12).

Caucasian families is not the issue.

Placing the jibw way boy with

It entails throwing Garnet's

psyche in limbo when his placements are n o t balanced with any exposure to other Native people.

foster children like

G m e t

Dianne Meili describes how Native
Raven end up becoming separated from

their selves once in care: "Caught between t w o cultures, they felt
alienated in white society yet were estranged fron their Native
heritage

...

(54).

Garnet exemplifies other former wards

who have likely become loners (Waqamese 23) , forming no meaningful
connections with h i s non-Native care givers, nor with his self.
Garnet's

reluctancy t o get c l o s e t o his foster families is under-

standable since he has been shuffled from one temporary home to

another for the last I1 years.

Like other long-term wards, unex-

pected moves have deprived G a r n e t of stability in h i s l i f e .

Damian

KcShane and Arthur W. Blue capture the inner turmoil young men like

Garnet Raven face:
Ojibwa individuals (especially men) i n hiqhly acculturated situations cannot function
in mentally healthy ways, the traditional
functional system of integrated values no
longer exists and new cultural influences
have provided no substitute
(118)

.. . .

Clearly, KcShane and Blue are inadvertently referring to Garnet who

has become psychologicallydisplaced.

He suffers fron an unhealthy

psyche predicated on a hollow identity. The blues m u s i c strikes a

chord within him, functioning as an objective correlative to de-

scribe his own "danger, pain and heartache

...

(Wagamese 21)

.

One of the songs playing in the bar in downtown Toronto could easi l y be about a foster boy named Garnet who becomes l o s t after he is

taken away from his f &lye
The self Garnet projects to strangers is a veneer.

Most of

the time h i s audiences never question his farfetched stories.

is, u n t i l Lonnie Flowers comes along.

That

The flamboyant black man

makes Garnet uneasy, not only because Flowers sees through his
transparent charade, but also because he reainds him of h i s es-

tranged self.

Lonniers advice to Garnet that "[the] only dude

you gotta meet is yourself
However, Lonnie's

....

(Wagamese 18) is justifiable.

own notion of Garnetrs self is based solely on

physical features such as his "great big Sasquatch cheekbones,

. . . " (Wagamese 18). Lonnie's
reference to G a r n e t as a *redskin man . . . . " (Wagamese 18) shows
[and] squinty l i t t l e kung fu eyes

his penchant for popular cultural stereotypes. He is quite correct

in suggesting t o Garnet that he should be himself. However, Lonnie
does n o t understand that a familial and cultural eradication has

disconnected Garnet from his self.
Confusion and shame p u l l s Garnet further away from an already
dispersed self. Wagamese relies on trickster to bring out G a r n e t %
troubled psyche.

Behaving and appearing one way today, and another

way tomorrow, Garnet follows in Raven's

tracks.

ing, the confused 0 jibway boy changes from

Without any warn-

homeless Hawaiian,"

into "a half-Chinese guy," a @%exican/Apache boxer, * before settling down to a ItJames Brown-lookinf

shame, Garnet's

. . . Indian.m

Hampered by

merry-go-round pseudo-identities preferably in-

cludes

" [alnything but

Indian

.. ..

No matter

(Wagamese 1 4 ) .

how hard Garnet tries to cover up his Indian-ness by going undercover, someone always discerns

houette.

As

who he really is underneath h i s sil-

a result, Garnet is forced to become the Indian he

does n o t want to be.

If he must be one, then for the sake of

p r i d e , he says he is p a r t Apache, since they are romantically up-

held by mainstream society.

to deceive,

Garnet

In the end, because of his propensity

is no different from trickster whom A l a n Velie

in "The Trickster Novelm describes as "play[ing] tricks and is the
victim of t r i c k s ;

...

.

(122)

Ironically, the biggest trick of

a l l is played on Garnet who does n o t have any inkling about who he
is.
Another example of how long-term separation has affected
Garnet

is a gaping wound he inherits from his experience:
Talked about how all those things
[foster carel leave little holes in
your gut and how eventually they all
turn into one great big black hole
i n the middle of your b e l l y and how
on lonely nights it still felt like
the wind w a s blowing and whistling
through m e
(Wagamese 23)

....

Other N a t i v e writers such as James Tyman have encountered similar
problems when they were foster children.

In his autobiography,

o a r James Tyman describes his struggles beginning when he

is just four years old.

l!yman reflectg back on this difficult

t h e , concluding t h a t mYou canRt take someone's

past away and ex-

p e c t him not to miss it, or not to look for it ,
110).

.,

,

"

(109-

Like Tyman, G a r n e t wanders aimlessly, groping for answers to

h i s mysterious past.

Until he finds it, he remains mentally, phy-

sically, and spiritually incomplete.

Adding to Garnet's
the negative

detachment from a healthy sense of self are

views he holds towards Native people.

His indiffer-

ence is inevitable since Garnet has never been exposed to any positive Native role models.

In short, the latter have occupied an in-

visible presence in Garnetss life.

In their place, G a r n e t has

struggled to accept the highly visible Native street people on Main
Street l o s t in cultural chaos.

Likewise, he has struggled to come

to terms with the bombardment of degrading images of Natives as
msavagesll in

westerns on television, and factual and fictional

texts (Wagamese 12-13).

Garnetcs profound shame has compeLled

him to lead a shadowy existence.

to a bar with Lonnie Flowers:
invisible most of the t i m e .

ground

...

"someone like me

. . , tried to be

I just tagged along in the back-

(Wagamese 20).

ours like Garnet's

Garnet admits this when he goes

According to Wendy Rose, behavi-

are normal responses to uncomfortable situa-

tions:
an Indian will turn into a potted plant,
if you know what I mean. An Indian person
may withdraw and becone p a r t of the furnfture or part of the wall. That's also another form of invisfbility. It's protective
coloration, L i k e camouflage, It*s a survival trait. (124)
Garnet

retreats to a nondescript existence lacking the nurturance,

confidence and ability to be a well-adjusted, stable human being.

He is simply obscure, hovering from day---day,

Archbishop Desmond

Tutufs comments are meant for the group of Ofibway people he has

visited i n Canada and is relevant to Garnet as well:
culiar state of invisibility:
there,

...

(in York

278).

"It is a pe-

Y o u are there and yet you are not

Archbishop Tutu directs his comment

to the 0 jibways of Osnaburgh Reserve in north-western Ontario when

he v i s i t s t h e m in the sununer of 1990, Archbishop Tutu draws a parallel between the original inhabitants in h i s country and in
Canada:

"The aboriginal people of Canada, like the blacks of South

Africa, have always been ignored and neglected by the official in-

situtions [sic] of their society

. . . .*

(in York 278).

The

invisibility/visibility polarity applies to Garnet Raven as well.
In physical form G a r n e t is definitely there, and sometimes people
like the neighbourhood children notice him whenever they need an
"itchy-bumtr (Wagamsse 13).

But whenever there is no need t o use

Garnet, he is relegated to an invisible space.

If Garnet had de-

veloped an identity, he would not feel so compelled to erase his

presence-

Nor would he be so out of touch w i t h h i s self.

April too experiences a tug of w a r w i t h her self. She differs

from Garnet in that she is well aware of her Metis heritage but is

unable to take any pride in it.

H e r contempt is partly due to a

deluge of ugly .half-breedw stereotypes perpetuated in mainstream

culture which has taken an ideological toll on her.

She is too

preoccupied w i t h feeling shame over such images of Louis Riel as
"a rebel [and]

"

..-

a crazy half-breeci

. . , in history . . .
=

(Culleton 30 ) , If she had read a more halanced versfon of Riel

in earlier Canadian history, she would realize, l i k e Cheryl, that
most of Canada's

earlier h i s t o r y is grounded in what EaM LaRocque

in pefeatherba the 1

describes as a "selective and ethnocen-

tric viewpoint of civilization

.,,

(53).

April feels an un-

uncontrollable urge t o push her mixed-blood heritage aside.

Un-

fortunately, part of her shame stems from her experience:
Being a half-breed meant being poor and
dirty. It meant being weak and having
to drink. It meant being ugly and stupid.
It m e a n t living off white people. And
giving your children t o white people t o
look after
(Culleton 34)

....

Home is supposed t o be a place where everyone feels at ease in a
loving environment. However, As April recalls, it has only offset
unbearable memories of poverty, alcohol and government seizure.

Somehow, the oldest Metis daughter has linked her family's

social

troubles to being a nhalf-breed.lm Her decision to disown her
Metisness is not because her family is poor, but because, to her

horror, her parents are ngutter-creaturesn (Culleton 8 9 ) .

As

soon

as she is able to remove her whole self from Mrs. DeRosierfs shackled grasp, April embarks on a plan t o act white.
A t first, Cheryl seems to be the most stable of the three

characters.

Even during her solo journey as a foster child Cheryl

still clings steadfastlyto her Metis roots.

The younger Raintree

blossoms with assistance from the MacAdams '
s foster family who instill her with either experiential (Mrs. ItacAdams, herself a
Metis), or scholastic pride (Mr. M a c M a m s ) .

For awhile,

Cheryl

fuses both perspectives, applying them in some of her letters to
Aprf 1 or at school, Cheryl witnesses a Hre-enactnentm of earlfer

colonial Canada in one of her classes which evokes a passionate re-

sponse in her.

The confrontation begins when her h i s t o r y teacher

lectures about the brave Rrropeans who meet the vile "IndiansN on
According to M a x y Pratt, contact zones are

the contact zone.

"social spaces where disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple

with each otherw

(4).

The tiresome script the teacher parrots to

the class about lwhowthe Indians had scalped, tortured and massa-

cred brave white explorers

Prattrs definition.

...*

(Culleton 40) is an example of

Even though most of Cheryl's

peers have been

conditioned to passively accept the historiansf interpretation
about the "Indiansw as "true," Cheryl cannot.

teacher's

In her view, the

version of early relations between the Europeans and

Indians in Canada only amounts to "a bunch o f lies!"

(Culleton

40) :

If this is history, how come so many Native
tribes were wiped out? How come they haven't
got their land anymore? How come their food
supplies were wiped out? L i e s ! Lies! Lies!
Your history books don% say how the white
people destroyed the Indian way of l i f e
(Culleton 4 0 )

.. . .

An unexpected

a sudden h a l t .

outspokenness in Cherylts voice brings the room to
All eyes are fastened on her as she dares to defy

the monolithic version of Canadian history,

or, the one Stephen

Leacock has called *the struggle of civilization against savagery

...

..

(qtd. in Francis f6l)

Urqtmstionably, Cheryl f s

very upset with her teacher for making blatant assertions that the

"Indiansm were no more than savages,

However, the basis of her

anger is due more to the lie that continues to wander through the
pages of history.

Because of that lie, she feels compelled to

whisk tbrough all of the tall tales to read an accurate and fair
account of Canada's
lltruthwhas

earlier days. Until recent decades, historical

been diluted at the expense of romantic glory. Accor-

ding to Native Anerican scholar Kimberly K. Blaeser in *The New
"Frontierttof Native American Literature:

Disarming History w i t h

Tribal Humor," that is because *those who control the land, have
controlled the story (the his-story) of the land and its people

. .
,

,

(38).

In his essay "Representing Multiple View-

.

points and Voices, " historian Robert F. Berkhof er Jr shares simi-

l a r views.

He believes that the underdogs in history texts are

framed from the beginning.

That is because the people who wield

"power," are also the same ones who decide "who appears in a h i s t o r y and how

.,,.

(Berlchofer Jr, 197).

Cheryl is smart

enough to distinguish between a distorted historical utruthmand
the actual

t r u t h she obtains from the MacAdams.

Her downfall is

that she camnot accept her familyrs trauma because of her overly
idealistic nature,
An unbearable

shame drives each of the Native protagonists to

shirk their Native selves. While Carnet and April essentially w e a r

false personas to discount their Aboriginal heritage, first Cheryl
idealizes and then when she meets her father she drinks t o mask her
shame from his pitiful appearance.

In the process of doing so, she

literally becomes the basest of Native stereotypes. Diane, a reco-

vering aIcoholic and drug abuser interviewed in m

t

w

&

Neive

Voices on A d w t x *g l l and Recovery helps the reader to:understand
C

one of Garnet and Aprilrs reasons for disowning their heritage:

"It didn't

matter if you were light-skinned Indian or dark-skinned

Indian, (cries) as long as you were Indian, you were lessm
(Naracle 106). Cree Elder Mary Edna Seeseequasis from the Beardyfs
Cree Reserve

in Duck Lake, Saskatchewan understands the Native

youth well drawing from a rich experiential life:

shame.

That is why people w e a r masksN (309).

*Weakness is

Well-known

counsellor and author John Bradshaw reaches the same conclusion,
but conveys it using c l i n i c a l language:

"As toxic shame,

excruciatingly internal experience of unexpected exposure
toxic shame, w e disown ourselves,
cover-up

- ..

( 3)

.

And

it is an

. . . In

this disowning demands a

C a r l Gustav Jung offers

another reason peo-

ple flee from their selves: "Whenever there is a reaching down in-

to innermost experience, into the nucleus of personality, most people are overcome by fright, and m a n y nm awayw (141). Running

from a tenuous identity to a manufactured one becomes Garnet%,
April's

and even Cherylrs way of coping w i t h deeper psychological

woes.

The disguises Garnet and April wear to conceal their shame are

ingeniously crafted by Wagamese and Cullaton.

While Wagamese uses

trickster, a traditional Aboriginal cultural figure to illuminate

Garnetts unstable self, N l e t o n gives April light skin to mask her
Native identity. It is crucial to r e m e that if there w e r e not
such a stigma about being an *Indianffin the first place, Waqamese
and Culleton would not feel so conpelled to expose Garnetfs and
April's

shame which perhaps shed glimpses into their own as well.

The beauty of writing is that it allows both Native authors to ex-

press how they feel through their characters while still maintaining some privacy*

Wagamese names G a r n e t after Raven, unpredictable, yet playful
and clever in nature.

Garnet Raven resembles the Ojibway trickster

who changes h i s appearance w i t h supersonic speed.

Garnet is obvi-

ously divided from h i s self because he is l i k e a top spinning out

of control.

The cultural figure is ubiquitous, cawing over Haida

territory on the Queen Charlottes (a.k.a.

Haida Gwaii

- home of the

people) across to the Ojibway of Ontario. Sleek-coated Raven sure
gets around.

For as long as his family in the Raven clan can re-

member, Garnet exhibits similar behaviour patterns as Raven.

For

instance, when he is just a baby, G a r n e t already manages to loosen
the "little harness [made]

out of moose hide" (Wagameee 9 ) before

sneaking away from his preoccupied grandmotherApril Raintree undergoes a dramatic separation from self as
well abolishing her M e t i s heritage for a Caucasian one.
*pale skin,

...

(Culleton 1) coLour and Irish features enable

her to "pass [herlself off as white,
Cheryl predicts.

April's

...

(Culleton 8 5 ) as

Her alabaster complexion is a deceptive shf e l d ,

allowing her to bury any trace of her Indianness once she attends
St. Bernadette's

Academy.

The fair Metis woman manages to p u l l off

her scheme by convincing her Indian-looking sister CheryL not to
board at the private school

(Culleton 69).

A p r i l deliberately

distances herself from Cheryl a second time, moving t o Toronto to
begin a new L i f e as Mrs. Radcliff.
The source of April's

decision to flee f r o m her heritage is

sparked by shame (Culleton 8 5 ) ,

A

curs when she marries a rich man

from Toronto named Bob Radcliff.

chance t o negate her self oc-

Clearly, A p r i l ' s yearning desire t o bask in "what white society

can give me

.. . ."

(Cullaton 85) creates a breach between the

two Metis sisters which never fully mends.
loves her older sister, April's

Although Cheryl still

denial of half of her self plants

a rift between t h e m which closes down some future lines of communication.
While C h e r y l has qualms about her sister's
tion from her, her main concern lies i n April's

geographic separa-

unwillingness t o be

true to her self. An added strain is placed on their relationship

when April becomes l i k e an nIndian Princess.

There is some reason

t o believe that April does align herself to an elevated stature.
For instance, she spends time "reading books on proper eti-

quette,

. . ."

(CuLleton 82) beforehand to prepare her for the

so-called echelon of society- Mrs. Radcliff uses romanticized

language such as "Prince Charming

...

(Culleton 83) to describe

her regal position as Bob Etadcliff's w i f e .
There has been much debate among scholars whether or not April

is an "Indian

princes^.^

For instance, Jeanne Perreault is among

the scholars who are not convinced April has become an "Indian

Princess," the word *Indianw central t o Perreaultrs opposition
(Perreault)

. Obviously, Aprilts rejection of her Native self does

not make her an "Indian Princessm when she is assessed w i t h this
type of criteria.

Perreault emphasizes that if April is any kind

of princess at all, it is limited to foflowing in the foot steps of

Cinderella for awhile (Perreault) but nothing more.

Fairytale

qualities present in uril Raintree support Perreaultrs views.
Most notable is when April is outfitted in formal evening gowns

l i v i n g i n an English-Tudor mansion with her V r i n c e Charming." The
Ketis heroine's
Cinderella's

harrowing years w i t h the DeRosiers eerily resembles

earlier life as well.

Reduced to similar appalling

conditions like her domestic "servant," April draws a parallel w i t h
her fictional counterpart:

"[Mrs. DeRosier] left me instructions

to wash the floors and clean the bathroom after I finished the
breakfast dishes.

I thought t o myself that if Ricky had been a

girl, I would have been just like Cinderella
29)

.. ..*

(Culleton

Other than the fact that ms. DeRosier is a foster mother in-

stead of a s t e p mom, and that Ricky is a male, April emulates the

poor orphan. Although I see scholars like Perreault's

position, I

cannot dismiss the other ones who believe April Raintree adopts an
"Indian Princesstt persona while i n Toronto.

In the article "Symbols of the United States:

From Indian

Queen to Uncle Sam," E. McClung Fleming provides an array of Indian

Princess qualities, some of which apply to April Raintree:

The Indian Princess is usually portrayed
as a handsome, vtgorous woman in her twenties. She is of noble visage and bearing,
has a swarthy compLexfon and long, dark
hair, w e a r s a feathere&headdress and s k i r t
or cape and is usually uncovered to the
waist
" (2)

....

Obviously, April does not have the dark skin and manner of dress to

exclusively fit Fleming's

definition of an Indian Princess.

Yet,

she is mhandsome,u *~igorous,~
"in her mentias," and has Nlong,

dark hair." Since A p r i l Radcliff ambadfas some of the above quali-

t i e s , it is reasonable to conclude that she resembles an Indian
Princess.

Based on the criteria that other scholars like Daniel

Francis and Janice Acoose use to define an Indian Princess, they
would agree that April Radcliff presents some of the above quali-

ties,
Daniel Francis uses attractive attributes such as "beautiful ,"
~tvirtuous*and Irproudn (121 and 122) to describe Indian Princesses.

April Radcliff embodies each of these traits.

In her essay

"Literature, Image, and Societal Values," Janice Acoose goes
further, regarding April as an mFIndianfprincess,

...

(49).

Acoose continues, pinpointing a problem traditional Aboriginal

women commonly faced:

relinquishing their identity before they

could become Indian Princesses like April Radcliff:

...

Before a
whiteman could have relations
with an "Indianwwoman, however, she had to
be elevated beyond an ordinary Indigenous
woman's status, III most historical references, such Indian women were thus accorded
the status of royalty. For example,
,
,
Princess Pochahontas
, , ," (43)

.

.

.

Lady Rebecca, formerly Pocahontas, is a case in point.

F o r what-

ever reason, it was n o t appropriate for the Panunkey Indian to
visit London, England with her B r i t i s h husband John Rolfe in a
traditional manner of dress- Likewise, Bob Radcliff dresses his
worldly wife in a sfnilarly cultured European style.
April's

Naturally,

Irish looks and blatant resistance to her N a t i v e make-up

run counter to classifying her as an Indian Princess.
Aprilcs m ~ ~ y a qualities
lm
should not be overlooked.

Still,

Laura F. Klein and Lillian A. Ackerman substantiate the role
of the Indian Princess further in their MIntroductionwt o Women

Power In Na$ive North -icg.

Klein and Acke~manshare the belief

that :

[The Indian Princess] is presented,
in European terms, as royalty and, in
European tarns, as rejecting the standards
and traditions of her people for European
views of morality and romantic love ,

...

(6)

April definitely plays a royal role whenever she glides down the
marble steps in formal attire, or hobnobs w i t h Toronto's
"elite," laughing p o l i t e l y at their stuffy jokes.

social

However, Klein

and Ackennan point out that Indian Princesses are not encouraged to

embrace their cultural heritage, but are forced to efface the es-

sence of who they are.

~ p r i lhas Mde it easier for her husband

Bob, forsaking her Metis identity already.

Lady Radclifffs fairy-

tale bubble bursts as soon as she finds out that her nPrfnce
Charming11is unfaithful ,

April leanstowards an nIndian PrincessN Euro-construction out
of an abhorrence for her own Rhalf-breed* heritage,
degree, she succeeds

white skin.

in concealing her real self underneath her

Her obvious cynicism towards her Native heritage is

starkly apparent, and at times borders on bigotry.

-

To a certain

Instead of n i -

ticizing April for harbouring such l o w opinions against the
Indians, scholars such as Jace Weaver in "American Indians And
Native Americans:

Ranhold Niebuhr, Historiography and Indigenous

Peoples* are more sympathetic, seeing people like April as victims:

"They must endure a history that shames them, destroys their confi-

dence, and causes them to reject their heritage
Janice Acoose refers to Frantz Fanon

28).

m)and
breed:

A

...,

(t

(me Wretched

(Weaver
of a e

Dr. Howard Mans (prison of G r a s s ) in her essay "Half-

Revisiting of Maria Campbell's

Perspective."

Text From An Indigenous

The latter scholars c a n y this feeling of shame

further, showing how it e f f e c t s oners relations w i t h family and

community. Fanon and Adams argue that ncolonized people turning on
their own people is symptomatic of the colonial diseasen (qtd. in
Acoose 1 4 9 ) .

April has done just that refusing to acknowledge any

part of her underdog and overburdened heritage.

Not so for Cheryl,

who physically and behaviourally functions as April's

character

foil,
Cheryl's

death is a tragic moment i n Uri1 Rabtree.

H e r hea-

vy alcohol addiction, string of other vices, and suicide are uni-

versal reminders of what can happen when the human s p i r i t is
crushed. To those who do not understand her, her self-destructive
behaviour is normal.

M t e r all, according to their misguided

thinking, Native women are mdrunksN and easy "squawsn who prostitute themeelves.

Former Assistant Crown Attornay Rupert Ross has

learned experientially from traditional [Aboriginal] people that
judgmental nouns such as msquaw,m

..

usually only ,
applty] to a f e w narrow events taken from a f e w select wmen- in an individual's total life
,N [but1 =they [also1 cause us
to start denying the complexl+y and
wholeness of the hunan baing8 w e are
speaking of
, (Ross 104-105)

. . ..

...

Rayna Green, a curator of ethnology at the Smithsonian, appeared

on CBC Radio in a show called nIsinam~~in:The White Man's
Indian.

She would certainly agree with Ross, equating degrading

@f

stereotypes with "keepCing] us from being whole.

us who we

. . . . can be, we're

We're

not whole people.

not any of

And, if I'm

robbed from being a whole person, the loss is everyone8s."
(21)
Guy

de Maupassant urges people to see through their f o m l a t e d

impressions to strive to understand soma thing, or someone:

In everything there is an unexplored element
are prone by habit to use our
eyes only in combination with the memory of
what others before us have thought about the
thing [person] we are looking at, The most
insignificant thing contains some little unknown element. We must ffnd it (qtd. in
e G l a e And Ygi;L A 2 8 )
because we

de Maupassant foregrounds the role of the visual in stereotyping
and pre-judging.

A very

Native looking Cheryl standing on a street

corner wearing suggestive clothes w i l l undoubtedly generate nasty
responses from certain people.

As p a r t

of Culleton8s literary au-

dience, I agree w i t h Donna, a former Hative prostitute from

Saskatoon who empathizes with troubLed N a t i v e girls like Cheryl.

In a Nationaldocumentary profiling street walkers, Donna
directs one of her comment9 to the girls who work on the street:
*you are not a whore, you are just a l i t t l e displaced

...

n

("Children of the Streetm). A high school education and some college afforded Cheryl the opportunity to work in a safer, and more
dignifying job.

Many of the Native girls intatviewed on the CBC

never had the same option available to them. With little food and
only scanty clothing available t o the Native girls in their dys-

functional homes, prostitution became their way of surviving.
Cheryl does have an educational advantage, but has lost her desire

to follow through with her purpose:
(Culleton 181).

*I just don't

care anymorew

Engaging in a self-destructive pattern of beha-

viour is symptomatic of a wounded self. It is important to clarify
that it is not who she really is, but what she becomes.
Cheryl becomes a prime candidate f o r the "native girlst syn-

drome

...

c

"

(Culleton 4 8 ) , entering into a volatile relation-

ship with an abusive man, becoming pregnant, turning to prostitu-

tion, and abusing alcohol and &rugs (Culleton 48).

Culleton sub-

verts the "drunken Indiann and "squaww stereotypes," evident

Cheryl's

ces.

attitude:

in

she derives absolutely no enjoyment in her vi-

Kateri Damm, in her essay "Dispelling and Telling,m chellen-

ges the social workers ntheory,* arguing that the "[native girls'

syndrome1 is not a simple case of cause and effect but an intricate
web of social, political, geographic, economic and personal circumstancesn

(104). To a certain extent, I agree w i t h Kateri Pamm but

not wholly.

U n t i l Cheryl becomes stricken with the wrenching news

about her family, she never lets any political invisibility as a
Metis, nor poverty stop her from speaking out.

Her numerous revi-

sionist essays on Canadian histow and interest in pursuing social
work t o help her people attest to this fact.
Narcissus succumbs to his own vanity according to G r e e k mythology, whereas, a torrential f l o w of rippling water continues to

prevent many Natives from seeing themselves. Mi'lonaq elder/writer

Rita Joe observes this personal dilemma in her autobiography:
"This is what it is like for the Native people of today.

It is

hard for you to see our face, and sometimes it is even hard for us

to see ourselves ,

...

tt

(170).

A

profound shame prevents

Garnet, April and Cheryl from *seating1 thamsel~es.~Superficial

ntruthsw or fallacies perpetuated in history and popular culture
are partly to blame.

Since its creation in 1492 by Christopher Columbus, "the
Indian" has sprouted from a geographical misnomer, mushrooming into
popular cultural m y t h s such as the stoic or rebellious trouble-

maker.

(See

End Notes for original Indian meaning).'

Public per-

ception of the Indians is further complicated when authors or
screen writers romanticize them. Plains Cree musician and academic
Buffy Sainte-Marie has this to say about people who deviate Indian
people away from reality:

- ..

...

To most of the people of the world, We
who are called 'Indians*
are not real- We are thought of as
people of the past, and of the r e a h of
legends, almost like elves or witches,
and King Arthurrs knights, Pinor characters in Hollywood movies, when the hero
needs someone to fight against or otherwise make h i m look good; but for the most
part to be left on the storybook shelves;
or in the natural history section of the
museums of the world, alongside the fossils, the dinosaurs, and other dead
things. (Buffy Sainte-Marie n.p.)

Numerous wfactualn and fictfonal writers have perpetuated volumes

of fallacies about Indian people out of ignorance, cultural bias,

or prejudice, Distorted homogeneic depictions of their heteroqene-

ous backgrounds certainly forms p a r t of Garnet's,
Cheryl's

April%

and

experience- At the same time, the social conscience has

erroneously presumed to know Indian people.
KcMaster, in "Savages Graces

&

No wonder Cree poet

Cultural Amnesfyrmhas concluded

that n[they] are the least understood and the most misunderstood of
a l l [peopleJ

....

(qtd. in Young Man 15).

The truth in

McMaster* s words is staggering, especially when considering that a

parade of grunters, stoics and other buffoons continue to enter
people's

minds.

Rita Joe recognizes the difficulty non-Native

peoples ' have in seeing Canada ,s first inhabf tants for who w e truly

are. The Atlantic coast elder also knows that Native people generally struggle with a confusion over self

Although f i c t i o n a l con-

structs, G a r n e t and the two Metis sisters would definitely relate

to Rita Joe, having gone through simflar experiences.

Beatrice Culleton challenges the reader to see Cheryl on a
deeper level other than as simply a Ndrunken ZndianegCClearly,

there is no atavistic inclination for her to abuse alcohol.
only does it t o alleviate her unimaginable pain.

She

Understandably,

the average N o r t h American person associates Native people with a

predisposition t o consume alcohol.

I can understand why people

tend to think this w a y , especially given the enormity of the alcohol crises.

A t the

same time, I do not agree with Native people

(or anyone for that matter) being nistreated because they are human
beings .*

B r i a n M a r a c l t gives an astounding estimate that "a hun-

dred thousand of my brothers and sisters fro= all parts of G r e a t

Turtle Island [North America 1 have gone to an early grave with alcohol in their blood.

One hundred thousand!

..

,

(9) York un-

l@

"Each year, more than

covers the same spine chilling figures:

20,000 potential years of life are l o s t as a result of the effects

of alcohol among Canadian Indians

. ...

.

(qtd. in Gagne 77)

Choctaw American history professor Devon A. Wihesuah o f f e r s another
reason Native [North] Americans have become affiliated w i t h alcohol ;

Drunkenness among other groups is often
less visible due to the extent their posit i v e socio-economic situation distances
them from the streets, while the circumstances of Indians often force them to
frequent cheap bars, where they become easy
targets f o r public criticism
(98)

....

Mihesuah draws attention away from Main Street pubs and back a l l e y s
to neighborhood get togethers and home bars. An emphatic point she
makes is that other than the misleading differences i n setting,

wclientelelrand generally a variation in alcohol components, the
goal to get sloshed is still the same. Uhesuah notices a crucial

distinction as well where members from higher classes have the added advantage of choosiag to keep their drinking private.

That in

turn, means they are seldom, if ever, out in the open like the
Native people.
Culleton also uses Cheryl to force the reader to look at the

masses of Native people on skid tow.

Cheryl becomes a spokesperson

for the voiceless, a representative of their plight, which April
learns while reading her diary submissions. Edgar J. Dosman in his

essay "The Logic of Skid Row* peers into what skid row really

means :
Indians on skid row do not have a
genetic composition low on "aspiration, "nor is there some Indian
l~culturalw
value of sloth. Skid row
is what it is because the larger
society must have a place for casto f f s , (81)
As

Dosman sees it, skid row is not the fault of the so-called "lazy

drunken Indian."

He says they are there because of society's

willingness to face the problem.

un-

In the chapter "Urban Indians,((

Pauline Comeau and Aldo Santin have found that skid row has become
home for numerous "Indians finding their way into the cities

.,,

. With few work skills . . . language barriers and different work
habits , . .
. Their transition from rural areas (reserves,
(53 )

towns, and Ketis settlements) to city life has inadequately ad-

dressed their needs. Other than the indispensable and highly val-

ued homeless shelters, s k i d row i s the only other place where people wounded in life can go.

There is hope.

It just takes initia-

t i v e from compassionate people like Mother Theresa following God* s
plan to make things better.

Having been homeless at one time, Tom

Jackson poignantly expresses in h i s song "That Side of the Windown
the troubled feelings facing people caught in living a l i f e on the
streets:

talked about the l i v e s werve had and how w e came to

be/h-isoners of the night until we f i n a l l y busted free

.

,

(3.

Cheryl Raintree, ambitious and f u l l of dreams, is a snapshot

of other Natives on skid raw who once had, or still have ngood

intentionsm (Culleton

64)

as April put it.

I wonder what tal-

entslgifts God gave them before they ended up there.

A deep sad-

ness overcomes me when Cheryl, or anyone else, succumhs to skid

row.

I t bothers m e that they were not able to realize their f u l l

potential as human beings.

It really affects me emotionally when-

ever a character or another person perishes to the streets. To me,
their lives are so precious.
The l o s ~of Cheryl to suicide is the ultimate separation for

April, who parts with her only close family member.

The Metis sis-

ters supported each other over the years through letters and spora-

dic family visits.

This special bond became all the more crucial

when the mainstay of their family, their parents, disappeared into

an alcoholic oblivion. Once Cheryl succumbs to a premature unnatural death, April feels she has lost the only family member she

ever knew.

Even though A p r i l gives no indication i n the narrative

she will renew a relationship with her father, she cultivates one

with Henry Liberty Raintree, her baby nephew, who represents a beacon of hope as Cheryl's

only offspring. Through H e n r y Jr. , a p a r t

of Cheryl still lives on.

Cheryl's

writing and son enables April

to maintain some connection with her.
Undoubtedly, Cheryl becomes separated f r o m her self since a

discrepancy exists between who she really is and what she ultimately becomes.

Some readers

a msquaw,n or both.

may see Cheryl as a quitter in life,

Others wouhi agree that terminating her o m

life is a big mistake, but hopefuI1y recognize the contributions
she has made in her 22 years alive.

Culleton is making the point

that intelligent Natives like Cheryl are capable of accompliehfnq

much.

Cheryl has done just that, writing revisionist accounts of

the Metis in history, volunteering at the Native Friendehip Centre
and studying to become a social worker.

As w i t h any

tragic death,

there is a profound feeling of loss and a hounding sense of what
could have been.

Native families have been held under scrutiny for a long time
by non-Native people who neglected to take the time to understand

them.

As

a result, a t o t a l disregard and disrespect for their

family unit and for themselves was shown towards them, The treat-

ment of the Raven clan is another example of mainstream culture's
failure to understand traditional 0 jibway child rearing practices.
Although apprehension was warranted in the Raintree case,

Manitoba's

Children's

Aid Society did nothing to address April%

crises with the DeRosier family. Her voice is simply silenced, as
she suffers silently from the added blow, like Garnet, of filial

separation. Each of the main characters has been exiled psychologically as well, when Garnet acts like a trickster, April, an
"Indian Princesst1and Cheryl, like a msquawm. A l i c e and H e n r y
Raintree and Alice Raven and John Mukwa have faced their own

inner troubles beset with loneliness from communal apartness.
Nothing compares to how Mr. Mukwa and Alice Raintree f e l t once they
lost their children.
Garnet, April, and Cheryl have led troubled lives as long-tern

foster wards.

They have slept in strange beds for years meeting a

nuntber of well-meaning strangers.
or even years, w i t h Canada's

They also have endured montha,

criminal court system, particularly,

Garnet as a violator, and April as a rape victim.

While Garnet's

ultimate separation occurs after he is taken from his family,
April% happens when C h e r y l dies. While Cheryl's

coffin separates

her physically from her sister, her son and her father, her s p i r i t

returns to be w i t h her mother whom she misses so much
184)

.

(Culleton

It is sad that she left her dreams, the rest of her family

and friends, her life

-- behind in the process.

Notes for Chapter 2

On November 22, 1999, Donald S m i t h responded to my
question about the h i s t o r i c a l importance of Norway House. I
wanted to know more about this Metis community, because the
fictional Raintree family come from there. Here is an excerpt
of Prof. Smfthps e-mail, note:
flNorway House was the major HBC
distribution point in the early and
mid-ninetenth [sic1 century, when
supplies came in from Hudson Bay
It

Receiving proper medical care is sometimes of concern
to remote residents who must leave their home for the city.
In mare serious cases, sometines patients must move to the
city to receive adequate medical help. Henry Raintree and his
family is a fictional example of how lonely leaving home can
be.

'Michael Dorris borrowed information from the following:

Medicine, Beatrice A. "An Ethnography of Drinking and Sobriety Among the Lakota S i ~ w t . ~
D i s s . U. of Wisconsin at Hadison,
1983.

According to the 1986 film Richard C-1:
C r v Frog
a D 1 W of a Met=
(National F i b Baud of Can-),
Richard Cardinal was a foster child from 4-17 years old. D u r ing h i s time as a ward, he has been placed into "16 foster
homes, and 12 group homes, shelters and locked facilitiesw
(Obomsawin). Like Garnet Raven, the hurting K e t i s boy was
mostly separated from h i s other siblings.

1 interviewed Richard Wagese in the summer of 1993
here in Calgary. One of the questions I remember asking h i m
is about a tattoo on his arm. He told me he g o t it done
w h i l e he was in prison.

m u .

Leacock, Stephen.
Pomdation of its
lfontreak T h e House of Seagram, 1941, 69,
-

-

' Jennifer Brown provided m e with additional material on
Indian stereotypes. One such source covers some misconcept i o n s about Native people. What is unique about this source
is that it shows the harm such stereotypes have caused ernd
continue to cause Aboriginal people. It is a CBC Radio
production called "Isinamowin: The White Man's IndianN which
appeared on the zdem program. (See Works Cited for more
details).
While the New World inhabitants have been mistakenly
referred to as nIndiansm, Okanagan Native writer Jeannette
Armstrong has found that the Aboriginals left a favourable
impression on Christopher Columbus:

Indian comes from in deo, meaning in
with God...because of their innocence,
p u r i t y , harmony, and cooperation w i t h
one another
,
(Armstrong 11).

. .

My heart goes out t o t h e Native men (and their loved
ones) who froze recently i n Saskatoon. I hope these tragedies
never happen again. A t t h e same time, I hope people will n o t
forget those who help people from freezing t o death.

Chapter 3:

Hisleading Memories:
Children in
u

The Confused N a t i v e Poster
e

e and

R

N S@

some memories are gentle, smooth as water upon which loons
echo their desire. Most often, though, they burst forth,
jagged, c o l d as ice broken through in mid-winter.
(Linda Jaine 5 2 )
Memories are the blueprint of one's
ence.

life, drawn from experi-

They rely exclusively on experiences, for without them,

there would be no memories.

tional make-up.

Memories form the gamut of our emo-

Some retun in droves when we least expect it,

while others are pushed abruptly away.

The essence of

ree and peenertN He is about salvaging old memories while

making new ones. The need t o remember details about their families
is paramount for Garnet Raven, Cheryl and A p r i l Raintree because as

foster children it is all they have left. This is especially true

for Garnet and A p r i l , following the tragic suicides of Mrs. Alice
Raintree, Cheryl Raintree and Mr. John Mukwa, Garnet's

father.

This chapter will show how the type of experiences Garnet, April
and Cheryl encounter profoundly affects their identity.

Memories are unexpectedly conjured from somewhere in the cav-

ern of our conscious and unconscious minds.

They stir a palette of

emotions, but they also play a fundamental role in our personhood.
Many scholars argue the importance of memory to identity.
episode of

me -,

researcher, says:

In an

D a n i e l Schacter, a leading memory

mcmemoryl provide[sJ the underpinning for our

whole sense o f selfv1 (in T n Search of Memoryw). Michael D.

~emonicklinks memory to the pivotal point of the self:

nMemory

provides personal context, a sense of seLf and a sense of familiari t y w i t h people and surroundings, a past and present and a frame

for the futuren

(42).

David ~ u z u k iadds his thoughts on memory:

"Although far from perfect, memory is the thread that weaves our
experiences together and gives meaning to our livesw
The Past Imperfectm 12).

Beatrice Culleton's

&ril

Richard Wagamese8s KeeoertN Me fit these views.

(in "Memory

-tree

and

Beset primarily

with awful familial memories in April% case, or deprived of any i n
Garnet * s case, both h istories inevitably affect their Native identity.

Only when the characters recover their memories, or come to

accept them, do they secure a sound identity.

Re-claiming personal and communal memories is imperative for
G a r n e t and April in piecing together their identity. Their journey
back t o selfhood entails a return to the familial, cultural and
s p i r i t u a l dimensions of who they are.

tiges of old experiences

.

Ir

( 173 )

.

Carl Jung argues t h a t "ves-

. . . . belong to our living being . . .

As Jung makes explfc i U y clear, memories in the past

are a vital part of who w e are in the present. No matter how much
A p r i l tries t o flee from her self, or how f a r G a r n e t becomes es-

tranged from h i s family, m e m o r y perseveres on a conscious or sub-

conscious l e v e l .

Therefore, A p r i l cannot discard her Ketis iden-

tity, nor can Ontario Childrencs Aid Society inadvertently or deli-

berately obliterate Garnet's

Ojibway identity,

For the most part, m e m o r i e s waver in and out of consciousness,

They are etched in o u r psyche but that does not necessarily mean

they are fixed there.

Memories "appear to beN free spirited spi-

ralling out in various directions. The senses stimulate a spectrum
of lived experiences, awakened either orally or textually.

Iser

refers to the reader as making a Nm~ltiplicityof connections
*

*

e

r

Cam%

n

(54).

Ira Dilworth includes a diary entry of Emily

in the Forward to n e e Wvck.

In it, Emily Carr describes

the difficulty in catching thoughts, a derivation of memories:

There's words enough, paint and brushes enough
and thoughts enough. The whole difficulty seems
to be getting the thoughts clear enough, making
them stand still long enough to be fitted with
words and paint. They are so elusive--like wild
birds singing above your head, twittering close
beside you, chortling in front of you, but gone
the moment you put o u t a hand
If one only
could encompass the whole, corral it, enclose it
safe--but then maybe it would die, dwindle away
because it could not go on growing
=
I guess
M a t is just why it is so d i f f i c u l t to catch a
complete idea--it% because everything is always
on the move, always expanding. ( C a r r n. p )

....
.. .

.

Thoughts, like memories, flow in and o u t of our conscious, sub-

conscious and unconscious minds.

Together, the abstract nature

of thoughts, along with the concrete nature of lived experiences,
comprise our daily reality.

Ehily Carr has not netted complete

thoughts, but she has captured the fluid nature of memories well.

What is intriguing about the Victorian non-conformistsr words is
how they relate to Beatrice CuLletonrs own notion of memories,

Both writers refer to the uncontainable concept as melusiven
(Culleton I).

The "wild birdsmimagery that

Carr

uses, or the

"butterfliesw ( 1) imagery that Culleton uses reflects s l i p p e r i n e s s .

While the aerial nature of birds and insects in flight initially
denotes aesthetic freedom, Cam and Culleton quickly point out that
the liberating nature exists within the thoughts and memories them-

selves.

Wolfgang Iser would certainly agree, arguing that memory

(memories) is in transition (541, or teleological in nature.
~ccordingto Schacter, memory is also lcfragmented*in structure (in ItInSearch of MemoryN). Although the passage of time certainly accounts for part of the dispersion in memory, other factors
For instance, Eve Savory has found that

are involved as well.

memory even goes so far as t o "fade, elude us and lie to usn (in

"In Search of Memory*).

Charles Krauthanuner places the unpredicta-

bility of memory into perspective:

work, or man's,

"No mind can apprehend God's

in all its detail and survive. Forgetting, for men

as for nations, is a biological necessity, like sleep, a respite

from cons~iousness~~
(56)

. I do not think Krauthammer is implying

that we ever forget the horrors of the past.

What he is saying is

that it is impossible for people to ramember every waking or sleeping moment of their lives.

Perhaps that is what Iser is getting at

when he concludes that "no tale can ever be told in its entirety
0

,

-

It

(55)*

According to Iser, memory's

i n %odern texts
(55).

-1

.

piecemeal structure is also found

. . . . [which] are often so fragmentary . . .
and Kee~er'N CIB are no exception.

n

Ragmen-

tation is not present so much in the linear p a r t of the narrative
as it is w i t h i n G a r n e t Raven and the Raintree sisterst psyches.

When the concept of memory is taken into account, its disjointed-

ness coincides with how each of the main protagonists feel as
foster children. Broken like a cracked mirror, memory functions as

an objective correlative for the characterfs scrambled emotional
and mental stateAlthough Helen Hoy is uncertain about how to definem S e m

.

gf A~rllRalntree, the latter impression she forms

is one of a

fragmentary novel:

is in Search of April Rgintrag unfracturad,
monologic, cohesive, a single pane of language? Or is it a scattering of s t o r i e s ,
glittering into self-conscfousness one moment, craftily effacing the act of storytelling M e next, positioning i t s e l f here,
then with a shift of perspective turning
up over there? (166)
Interesting about M e latter part of Hoyrs passage is how she attempts to capture the whirling essence of Culleton's

novel.

She

illustrates the fragmentation embedded in the narrative by inser-

ting a steady stream of comas into her text.

Any kind of flow is

sporadic, interrupted by changes in Culletonrsthought patterns, or
her characters' memories.
Richard Wagamese approaches memories in pee-

f

N Me from the

dual narrative perspectives of Garnet, a displaced Native youth,

and Keeper, an Ojibway elder. The memories Garnet recalls are primarily subconsciou~~
ones stemming from an uprooted past.

Paula E.

Kirman extracts an excerpt from WagameseRs second novel A w i t v
of -which

nicely sums up Garnetfs experiences in ]reewrRN m:

"every memory is colored by the degree of its intensity or shaded
by the weight of its absence

....

(emphases rfne, qtd. in

w a a Hetala
~
I9 )

.

Garnet

struggles w i t h a real longing t o reco-

ver his past, while a profound emptiness sometimes seizes him as a

ward.
NtmerOUS

reviewers and literary critics have reactedunfavour-

...

ably to Beatrice Culletonrs nautobioqraphical novel
(Thompson 61), Jn Search of

a

e -

II

A common criticism

commentators like Frank Moher hold centres on the book's

lack of

aesthetic appeal ( 5 0 ) . Mixed blood scholar Kateri Damm articulates

the literary criticsr frustration well, explaining in "Dispelling
and Telling:

"...

that

[t]he voice of April Raintree risks becom-

It

ing monotonous and unimaginative, not in terms of what the story

recounts, but in terms of how it is toldN (110). While Damm notices Culletonts "stark1* and "plainmwriting style, she associates

the Metis writer's

sparing use of figure of speech w i t h a defi-

ciency in "familial and cultural affiliations

....

If

(111).

Helen Hoy delves deeper into critiquing CulLetonfs t e x t for its
aesthetic flaws: Nformulaic characterization and plotting, wooden
dialogue, flat, recapitulative narration, sensationalizing, styl-

istic blandness ,

.,

deconstructs herself.

(177).

In a rare move in academia, Koy

Rather than putting forth her wn literary

. ...
gizes instead for her "high (bourgeois) realism, . .
expectations such as "originality of language

she apolorn

(177).

Mixing rmemories and artistic expression together in a fictfonal
genre is a style which writers have commonly used.

Hoy lists

Beatrice Culleton among them, showgng w h a t happens to Literature
l i k e =il

~ a i n t t a eas a result of this blending:

wuriting that

speaks w i t h the voice of everyday [recounting of personal experi-

ence], has its [aesthetic] craft rendered invisible

...

"

(H~Y

179).

Given the presence of memory in mil -tree,
than artistic aim becomes Culleton's

content rather

focus of priority.

In other

words, what happened rather than how it is expressed is of immediate concern to her.

As

a r e s u l t , there is a diary feel, a collec-

tion of memories, to Culletonts story.

were applied to Aprilrs and Cheryl's

If more literary polish

voices, it would only take

away their authentic simplicity as Metis children.

Besides, as

J. M e Bridgeman observes, Culleton writes for "the general reader"
(47) which leads me to conclude that she had didactic as opposed

to aesthetic aims in mind. Critics have concentrated their efforts

on demonstrating Beatrice CulletonRs lack of literary finesse.
Perhaps pondering how she uses m e m o r y in literature instead would
give a more meaningful insight into A~rilm t r e e .

Arznin W i e b e

understands what Culleton set o u t to achieve in her revised novel,

summing it up as Ira raw, honest portrayal of the experience,

*

. ,.

(50-51).

Writing down their memories as foster children has been uplifting for Culleton and Wagamese who are f i n a l l y able to release
pent-up emotions. In "Contemporary Native Womenrs Voices in Liter-

ature," A g n e s
cathaxsis

Grant

...

notes how the writing process has Nsetved as a

(128) for Wleton.

Helen Hoy paraphrases

SigurCIson who also has noticed the eruptive effect writing has had

on Beatrice Culleton:

Dthe walling up and pouring forth of ca-

t h a r t i c torrents attributed t o Culleton, , ,
161).

.

(qtd, in Hoy

Putting her pen into action has become Beatrice Culletonts

way of gradually accepting her family8s tragic bout w i t h alcoholism

and suicide

Culleton confides to Harmut Lutz that writing

(98).'

has taught her to "accept [her] identity,

.

(98), Writing

down her experiences is a personally satisfying release for
Culleton

-

Richard Wagamese has made h i s troubled life public for good

reason:

he wanted to share his story with others,

fictional genre to do so.

He uses the

At the same t i m e though, Wagamese must

have had gaeperFN Ma i n mind when he emphasizes the importance of

. . my roots, re-connectling J . . . to my cultural base and redefin[ing] myself as an aboriginal person . . .
nre-discover[ing]

N

(Wagamese 136). Picking up his pen serves a dual purpose for the
Ojibway writer.

Understandably, both &ril

Raintree and Be~er'H

achieve both didactic and personal aims to varying degrees.

A

commonality each of them share is that returning t o their memories
through discourse has been a constructive o u t l e t for them.

Acting

is another aesthetic way of airing out any troubles bothering
Native youth like Marilyn Brighteyes.

In her words, Brighteyes be-

gins, "Doing play is a healthier way of getting all feelings out of

me without hurting myselfN (in "Beating the Streetsm). Whether it

is writing or acting, they are just a few of the healthier ways
Natives cope w i t h their difficulties.

Perhaps airing out their

personal troubles fn constructive ways has aided them in their sur-

vival

e

The memories Culleton and Wagamese vividly recall as wards of
the s t a t e are far from blissful.

L i k e thousands of other Native

foster children who were removed from their homes during the 1950s
to the 1970s, Culleton and Wagamese carried their own alienation
and confusion alone.

The ChildrentsAid Society has done little to

assuage Wagamesers and CulletonFs identity crises during the 1950s.

Instead, they either withheld crucial information about Wagamssers
ethnic background, or as Culleton still remembers, inadvertently
placed other children into volatile homes like the DeRosiers
( in

Lutz

99 )

. Apart from the MacAdams *s, one of the concerns both

authors address is the absence of Native cultural content in

Garnet's

and April's homes. As Wagamese and Culleton view it, any

failure to instill April and G a r n e t with their Native culture is

seen as CASrs oversight and not as neglect, especially when consfdering the existence of decent foster families like the Dions.

All

of these factors wear on the main protagonists' psyches.
In her essay "The P r o b l e m of Being "Indianm:

One Mixed-

Bloodrs Dilemma," Native American writer Janice Gauld heLps the
reader to understand the dismal mood pamading much of
ee and geenerrN m:

I think it is necessary to renenber that
many of us see our literature as coming out
of a kind of colonial experience, rather than
as simply another kind of [ N o r t h ] American
experience
, (87)

...

Every Aboriginal has been directly and/or indirectly affected by
Canadars

colonial history.

Aboriginal filmmaker AIanis Obomsawin

(director of numerous films for the N a t w P i u B v d of

C

m

)

reveals its startling magnitude:
400 years old

....

"we're

carrying a pain that is

(qtd. in LaRocque =ii)

.'

When we remem-

ber 0ka (1990)~Wounded Knee (December, 1890; February 2 7 , 1973),
the thousands of impoverished resarvas/rese~ations/sattlements/

homes in the inner city core and in rural areas, all the men/women/
children/babies who have died violent/unnatural deaths and the horrible reality of skid row, the burden weighs down heavily l i k e
solid-packed flour. Culleton8s and Wagamese8s texts are samples of

those painful memories.

These authors use the fictional genre to

project their sorrows in poignant novels.

Beatrice Culleton and

Richard Wagamese take hold of these troubles not to dwell on them,
but to overcome them.

According to Metis scholar Enma LaRocque,

coming to terms with one's

past is the compelling force inducing

people such as Culleton and Waqamese to write:
Some themes unique to a people dfspossessed stand out: a haunting and
hounding sense of l o s s that drives one
to reminisce. '
I remember,, many of
US write, ,I remenbar.'
(LaRocqpe

xxviii)
LaRocque conveys the downfallmrs urgent desire t o recover their

memories.

At the same t i m e , her wrds evoke images of Beatrice

Cullaton and Richard Wagaresa frantically scribbling down details
of their lives.

In the process of doing so, both writes have kept

aesthetic and cultural elements in mind.

wil

and

ertN Me are the hybrid product of blending memories w i t h fic-

tion. LaRocque inadvertently yet effectively calls attention back
to Garnet Raven and April Rahtree who reninisce about their zigzag

lives.

Perhaps the outcome of "re-membe&kg* for Garnet and April,

as Laguna scholar Paula Gunn Allen deffnes

"putting together of identity

..,.

it, will result i n the

[qtd.

in Owens

process of accepting past experiences in April's
together new ones i n Garnet's

5)

.

The

case, or piecing

case, is fundamental to reclaiming

their personhood.
Institutional and familial memories are a predominant theme in

A~rilw n t r e a and Kee~er'H

m.

The proclivity for the main prota-

gonists to dwell on one versus the other depends primarily on when
they entered the system.

The Raintree girls have retained certain

familial memories throughout the course of their wardship, whereas,

only three when the state first seizes him, the gist of Garnetfs
life is comprised only of systemic memories. Both novels give insights i n t o Garnet as a perpetrator and April as a rape victim.
The realness in Garnet's

incarceration and April's

rape are not co-

incidental. While Richard Wagamese informed m e briefly about his

prison awakening (Wagamese),Beatrice Culleton informed Garrod

(90 )

and Silvera ( 3 1 1 ) i n an i n t e r v i e w of her institutional experiences.
In s p i t e of their difficulties, both authors persevere as survi-

vors

.
Garnetfs apprehension by the state as a small boy has erased

any memory of who he is.

Held in a state of limbo, he has managed

t o figure out that he is a "brown w h f t e guym

(Wagaamse 12).

Wagamess deliberately inserts the word muhitem
to show Garnet's

ex-

clusive acculturation into the mainstrean culture. In the process
of doing so, Wagamese achieves the dual purpose of showcasing the

identity.

effacement of Garnet's

out anything about his self

The only way Garnet ever finds

is from people i n the predominantly

middle class neighborhoods where he stays.

equate his "brown skin

Garnet's

playmates

. . . " w i t h being a "redskin . . .

18

[Wagamese 13-14) but their ignorance from excessive popular cul-

tural conditioning gives Garnet no further insight into h i s identity.

The knowledge that he is an "IndianN does not bring him

closer to who he is.

According to Josephy, that is because

wIndianividentity has become entangled in negative stereotypes
which are "often superficial, distorted or false
Friesen 27 )

.'

In the end, Garnet's

....

(qtd, in

hollow identity places him more

at risk of falling prey to damaging stereotypes.
Stigma over being a half-breed emerged over a century ago from

societal scorn.

Half-breed put-downs masked a harsher reality of

governmental oppression which directly contributed to the Metis'
abject "povertyn and indirectly to their malcoholism.n

Somehow,

April has been misled into believing the damaging "half-truths"

about her people rather than in relating to their plight.

is of her shame does not exist in a vacuum,

The bas-

It is rooted in her

memories of half-breeds in popular culture and the Indians on Main
Street. Degrading half-breed stereotypes such as *dirty,m "weak,'

and mugly*(Culleton 3 4 ) have provoked April's

shame. The determi-

ning factor which causes April to shun her mixed heritage pertains
to her parents.

She can accept the impoverished circumstances and

even her parents' inattentiveness (neglect) towards her and C h e r y l ,
Yet, once April realizes that her parents8 mmedicine* is really a

front for alcohol, her impression of them changes.

She wants no-

thing to do with her parents who are ngutter-creatures.w Highly

toxic memories of the mhalf-breedlv(note that April does n o t say
nMetislt) have invaded April%

mind, causing her to forsake her

Metis identity for the more acceptable Caucasian one.
Initially, Cheryl seems to be the one who has a healthier attitude towards her self. Her Metis pride shines in her revisionist

writings about history.

Beatrice Culleton informs Wakeda Silvera

in an interview that Cheryl possesses "a false strength
(320).

I share her position.

Cheryl's

....

n

stamina is contingent on

two factors i n particular. The first one l i e s in the fact that the
truth of her parents@ troubles are shielded from her.

April, the

surrogate parent, provides her sister only w i t h comforting, yet

selective memories of her past:
good memories of our parents.

"1 wanted her to have all these

I always told her, just the good

things that happened when w e lived with them.

drinking problems.

That's

(Culleton 164). April's

I knew that they had

why w e were taken away

....

II

reluctance to t e l l her sister the truth is

credible because she wants Cheryl's
b l e for as long as possible.

l i f e t o be as normal as possi-

The l a s t thing April wants is for her

beloved sister to feel betrayed and abandoned as she herself f e l t

once she discovered her parents w e r e alcoholics

(Culleton 3 3 ) .

The fond memories April tells her sister, such as her dad's
and her mom's

jokes

cradling lullabies ( N l e t o n 36), are a comfort to

Cheryl during her trying time as a foster child.

The downside of

giving Cheryl only uplifting parental memories sets the highly

idealistic girl up for a huge fall.

&pril unrealistically hopes

that her sister would give up searching for her parents and that
hand-me-down memories would be enough for her.

Another factor contributing to Cherylrr downfall is her overly
i d e a l i s t i c nature.

It conies out in her elevated perceptions of her

Metis culture and her family. While depicting the Metis as skillful buffalo hunters fills Cheryl with pride (Culleton 5 5 ) , it does
not prepare her for her family8s t e r r i b l e tragedies. The romanti-

cized picture Cheryl has formed of her parents

- her dad as a

Inchief" or "warriorwand her mom as an "Indian princess" mother

-

[Culleton 6 8 ) explodes when she sadly learns her parents have be-

come broken people, or n[glutter-creaturesm (Culleton 160) in
Cheryl's

words. Her reliance too heavily on dreams without a guar-

ded realism leads to Cheryl's

downfall.

Recovering a healthy Native self is onerously challenging for
Garnet and April.

I empathize with each persona who is forced to

contend with a train of seemingly endless negative stereotypes. A
highly inept foster system has exacerbated Garnet's

pidly dwindling self-estecn.

and April's

T h e Ontario Children's

ra-

Aid Society

has deprived Garnet of the legal right to see his family and access

to his Ojibvay culture.
identity.

B o t h options could have given Garnet an

The Childrents Aid Society in Hanitoba during Beatrice

N l e t o n 8 s era does not fare any better. Wr. Wendell, April's

new

social worker, blames Mrs. Semple*~
case overload as the reason for
placing the Metis girl w i t h such c r u d and dysfunctional "care giv-

ers" like the DeRosiers (Culleton 6 5 ) .

Otherwise, Mrs. Semple

Even if Mrs. Sample's

would have known better.

number of files had

been reduced somewhat, she still would n o t have believed April%
pleas about the DeRosiers. That is evident in the fact that April
had already tried to confront her socia1 worker, only to be accused

of lying

(Culleton 48).

Systemic error has kept the baby Raven

away from his flock and April trapped in an unfit home.

Because of

the abysmal ignorance or maliciousness of some foster families,
Garnet

and April are paying emotionally and psychologically.

The cultural ignorance in one of Garnet's

startling but not surprising.

temporary homes is

After all, the Indian has been ex-

ploited i n every facet of mainstream culture,

The family caring

for Garnet have become acclimatized to seeing Indians in media;
yet, not once does it ever occur t o them to question how the

Indians are depicted.

Their scope of understanding is limited,

leading Jace Weaver to sum up such people as "hav[ing] too often
looked for Indians by simply gazing in a mirror.

produce the stereotypes
terally intended.

. .
,

(26)

.

Weaver's

Usually, they re-

comment is not li-

He is not just saying that the image reflecting

back to the subject is an Indian.

The mirror is a metaphor for the

indelible impressions people from m a i n s t r e a m society generally forn

and subsequently project back onto the Indian people.

Because many

of their convictions are fallacies, the stereotypes are perpetuated.

Wagamese uses trickster to show the dizzying state Garnet is

in as a result of being out of touch w i t h his self. Excessive cultural ignorance in h i s curzent foster home brings out the Ojibway
youthfs confusion.

Garnet still recalls the gang of neighboring cowboys who type-

cast him as "the only itchybum

...

(Wagamese 13 )

.

To the rea-

der, initially that makes sense since Garnet is an Indian.

The

cowboys and Indian fantasy is subjected briefly to a reality check
as it triggers a difficult memory in Garnet:
how t o be an Indian!

*"

(Wagamese 13).

know

1 don't

The childrenrsgame is sup-

posedly a re-enactment of the frontier.

word fhowr in Garnet's

"'Cause

Wagamese*~usage of the

dialogue carries a double meaning.

F i r s t of

all, when singled out by itself, 'how8 (with hand vertically raised
accompanied with a s t o i c expression) is the stereotypical greeting
Indian leaders often addressed the white man in westerns. Although

the terse introduction likely discloses a language barrier of
speaking in broken h g l i s h , it also depicts Aboriginals as primi-

tive people capable of only utteringmonosyllables. Wagamese subverts the word 'howr equating it w i t h Garnet's

identity crisis.

The vulnerable self Garnet exposes to his foster family tries to
undo the m y t h that Native identity is a s w i t c h which can be turned

on and off

. However, the ridiculous laughter accompanying Garnet's

tears is indicative of his caregiverst abysmal ignorance.

They

gauge G a r n e t strictly as an object of external paraphe~alia. They

cannot see that Garnet is mourning the loss of his identity.
Gametrs debut as a *western style I I I d i a n m is quickly abandoned, quns and holsters included.
one of popular culture's

In the process of thtus+ing off

archaic Indian archetypes, a raw confusion

within Garnet over his identity remains.

Gatnetrs

inner troubles

relate well w i t h Abdul R* JanMohamedfs manf chean aesthetic t e d -

nology.

Margery Fee

paraphrases JanMohamed8s theory of the mani-

chean aesthetic seeing it as "a system of oppositions-

vileging the dominant power ,

..,

(169).

. . . pri-

The lasso of con-

straining polarities suchas cowboys/Indians, laughter/tears, innocuous humour/serious harm, many/one, a l l give the non-Aboriginal
kids and their parents the upper hand.

They simply wield control

over the situation through popular cultural conditioning without
bearing any pain o r accountability for it.

In the end, l i t t l e

Garnet is the one who is l e f t grappling w i t h h i s identity crises.
Shameful memories of Garnet's

people only repel him further

away from a self he does not understand.

The only experiences he

has had with Native people do not cue him into his identity.

only exacerbate a negative impression.

They

Garnet is still shaken by

the Wrunken Indiansn (Wagamese 13) one of his foster fathers

showed h i m on skid r o w .

In fact, the only Native peoples visible

to him are the ones who go t o pubs in downtown Toronto.
with disdain and ignorance, Garnet's

Consumed

temporary caregiver cannot

even explain many of these Nativesg pitiful plight as a tamifica-

t i o n of economic and cultural dispossession.

Meanwhile, Natives

without any addictions, or who have overcome t h e m , are relegated t o

an invisible spot i n popular cultural media. mat is slowly changing w i t h the creation of APTN (Aboriginal Peoplesg Television

Network) and more uplifting prof f les of Native people.'
Wagameseto generation, he never derived

But during

any pride because positive

profiles of Aboriginal people were almost non-existent.

Garnet%

embarrassment and fear of Indians (Wagamese 13) are products of the

experiences he has encountered.

April also feels ashamed of the wgutter-creatures,m but hers

reaches a more personal level.

She loves her parents but resents

them for their alcohol addiction which has kept their daughters
confined f n foster care. April's exceedingly low opinion of Native
people is complex.

Not only does acquiring Metis pride mean accep-

ting the Main Street Natives, but a l s o the queasy discovery that

her own parents are skid row drifters. Overcoming her shame hinges

on coming t o terms w i t h internal and external factors. Eventually,
April's

shame is l a i d to rest when a newfound desire to help

Natives struggling with the alcoholism sickness is born (Cullaton
172-173).

It takes years before A p r i l can f i n a l l y l e t go of her

stigmatized "half-breedw (Indian) status.

N o r can it help that

many of April's memories as a foster c h i l d are bitter.
tainted how she perceives her self and Native people.

They have

In spite of

the t r i a l s i n her life, April still manages t o find solace i n indi-

viduals who genuinely care about her well-being.
I t takes special people to take in needy children.

foster parent Donald Gibbons in Marjorie Lee Chandler's
*Love to Sparem (Focus

w i t h Dr. James

scribes them as "giving patience, time and love--in
(Gibbons 4).

C.

Long-time
article

Dobson) de-

generous

Foster parents l i k e the Dians (April) and

MacAdamn (Cheryl) are nurturing, surrogate patents, opening their

homes and hearts to these vulnerable ltetis girls.

Showing April

unconditional love also comes in the furry four-legged form of a
special dog named R e b e l *

pseudo-psychologist, doing his best to

Rebel acts as April's

lick her ailing wounds.

His outstretched paw and attentive ears

axamplify his sensitivity to comfort his hurting friend. The car-

ing dog is an emblem of how Beatrice -leton

would like foster

parents to treat their guests. April still feels the w a r m t h of his
companionship years later.

Free spirited like Snoopy, Rebel

is

also a maverick refusing t o conform t o Mrs, DeRosfer8s oppressive

rules.

Hence, the name rebel.

Culleton situates Rebel with the

outdoors away from his mowner*snconstant orders.

The further

R e b e l retreats away from DeRosierFs domain the less power she is

able to wield over hin.

April is not so fortunate held captive in

her household.

Mrs. DeRosier is the ultimate traducer in April Rafntreers
life.

Her highly inappropriate behaviour is grounded in a sicken-

ing colonial hatred ignited from a bonfire of deeply-seated stereotypes.

When the temporary ffcaregivergsN
surname is translated from

French into English, it means rose bush.
which shed insight into Mrs. DeRosier's

The words are an oxymoron
character.

The aging fos-

ter mother likes to think of herself as a fresh rose i n bloom, but
April sees that any beauty she likely possessed has faded long ago:
"She was a t a l l woman with lots of rake-up and badly dyed hair.

If she had been a beauty once, the only thing left of it now w a s

the vanity

...-

(Culleton 25)

. All that remafns of

the wil-

ted woman is her thorniness w h i c h she inflicts onto April using her
sharp tongue or strap.

Hence, the name rose bush.

mean that Ms. DeRosier was always mean.

That does not

Crrlleton suggests that

she was once a rose

-- meaning physically and spiritually beautiful

-- but time and a growing hatred
spirit.

for Natives has tangled up her

If Mrs. DeRosier has ever had noble reasons like the Dions

for becoming a foster parent, they have eluded her.

April still

remembers the malicious tone in Mrs. DeRosierrs voice in one of her

verbal assaults on her:
low in filth

.. ..*

"1 know you half-breeds, you love to wal( Culleton 26)

. It is exceedingly difficult

for any child to embrace, let alone derive anything positive about
their heritage from such remarks.

That includes April whose shame

is magnified considerably as a "half-breed."
The severity of April's

situation is compounded by the horri-

ble way M e DeRosier children treat her.

i s h mimicry of April's

Ricky and Maggie '
s child-

parents not only takes April back to similar

memories, but M e unexpected realization that her parents are alcoholics is shocking to her:

"They had acted and sounded just like

my parents and their friends.

wanted but 1 couldn't
33).

I could run all I

I remembered.

run away from the truth

The DeRosier gang have eroded April%

....

spirit to the point

where she tries to change her identity to a white one
34)

(Culleton

(Culleton

. Since the DeRosier home is where April rakes this drastic de-

c i s i o n , ft represents the cusp of her shame and pain,
your own risku sign posted on the DaRosier fatr would

An

"enter at

more appto-

priately describe the appalling conditions w i t h this foster family.
Mrs. DeRosierCs blatant listreataent of April, along w i t h her

other boarders, pethaps stems from behavioor she has learned from
her own relatives. Unfortunately, she has passed her bigotry on

Magqie and Ricky, who will likely spread the

to her own children:

April is the innocent victim of Mrs.

sickness to their f@lies.

DeRosierfs callousness, having little choice but to listen to her

"caregiverm call her a "filthy half-breedn

(Culleton 26).

After

awhile, these verbal blows dramatically effects how April perceives
her self,

Culleton subverts, at the same time as challenges, Mrs.

DeRosierFsmisguided thinking, pointing out how clean and conscien-

tious April is.

Therefore, molding A p r i l into a "Gramma Squaw"

(Culleton 52) becomes her demented foster motherrs scheme.
April still remembers the humiliating memory of being singled
o u t as as the fuddy-duddy 'laughing
52).

stockn by her peers (Culleton

By forcing her to wear clothes April describes as "real-old-

fashioned stuffn (Culleton 5 2 ) , Mrs. DeRosier has sadistically

succeeded in affixing the 13 y e a r old with the semi-infamous repu-

tation as a %ramma
cause of society's
they w e a r .

Squaw."

She is able to get away with it be-

propensity to label people based s o l e l y on what

In April's

case, clunking awkwardly along i n outdated

black shoes in s k i r t s draping down like shower curtains, she trans-

forms into a matronly gramma.
not see herself that way.

Reduced to tears, clearly A p r i l does

She is an unwilling participant in Mrs.

DeRosierts obsession with projecting her varped notions onto April.
Calling a Native woman a "sguawn is the u l t h a t e insult to
her.

Daniel Francis explains why in 5 e

m
~
n
d
a
f
n
=

squaw was debased, immoral, a sexual convenience , ,

.,

(121)-

April is particularly vulnerable to the l i e s Kaggie circulates at

school because she is a lonely, Metis, teen-age, foster child. The

fact t h a t even Mrs. Wartzman, the Guidance Counsellor (who is supposed to be empathetic, level-headed, and non- judgemental) doubts

one of the schoolts most committed students is indicative of how
deeply ingrained nisconceptfons about Natives are present in main-

stream culture.

A

younger version of her mother, Magpie spins a

wicked tale to scare Peter away from April.

The nsquaww rumour is

too potent for the interested boy who ironically once appreciated
April for her integrity and beauty.

CuZleton uses April to convey

a crucial point* She w a n t s to expose the humiliation Native women

.

conmonly feel as they encounter similar experiences (Culleton 58 )
April suffers additional embarrassment when she is cheated out of

a potential love interest and her best friend Jennifer (who gradua l l y returns to her side).
cope w i t h are Mrs. Wartzman's
Raymond and Gilbert [April's

M o s t humiliating of all f o r April to
words, uyou shouldn't

be letting

foster brothers] fondle you

. . ..

n

( W l e t o n 58). Years later, she still remembers her flushed face
and racing heart in the midst of roaring laughter

(Culleton 5 8 ) .

April serves eight years at the DeRosiersR institution before

she is released.

Awful memories of Maggie and her mother tormen-

ting her have marred April's

psyche.

She has been conditioned to

the extent that she has been tisled into believing that her

Metisnesr is highly inferior. ~pril's camouflage becomes an outlet
where she %cts white."

While at St. Bernadette's

private school

for girls, April fools her/self and her peers into thinking that
she is w h i t e .

The fond memories April cherishes as *one of the

girlsm would be far different if she had revealed to them who she

really is.

She still has to live with her "little white liem about

her parents both dying in a plane crash

(Culleton 6 7 ) .

Since

identity essentially includes the familial, it becomes imperative

for April t o keep Cheryl away. For awhile, she succeeds but where-

ver April goes, it is d i f f i c u l t to escape from the reminder that
she is a nhalf-breed.*

April Raintree's

helpless subjection to sexual violence is

Culleton6s brutal reminder of a common reality affecting Native woo

Mistaking April for Cheryl literally thrusts April into the

men.

harrowing experience of what it feels like to be a so-called

*squaw.

The ominous mood of a wintry nocturnal setting foresha-

dows the attack, but also cloaks her seeming whiteness.

Against

her volition, April has been reminded once again of her shame as an
Aboriginal person

(Culleton 129).

The vicious encounter has

brought out a deluge of other emotions.

Harrowing rape memories come rushing back to April, debilita-

t i n g her. Russian niter E s t h e r Salaman describes such experiences

as minvoluntary memoriesm:

n[thesel come back unexpectedly, sud-

denly, and bring back a past moment accompanied by strong emotions,
so that a ?thenf becomes a *nowe

April's

. . . . [qtd. in Keltzer 108).

obsession with bathing are futile attempts to rid herself

from "the smell of their awful slimy bodies, the awful memories.

..

(Culleton 129) tormenting her.

The young Hetis woman is not

the so-called "easy squaww her attackers believe her to be.

"spiritual, emotional, physical and m e n t a l Cabusel

....

The
n

(Culleton 128) she has suffered undermines their deranged thinking.

Culleton shares A p r i l ' s traumatic experience, having been raped
Returning to her experience

herself.

(mSearch af mril R

w r r ,

ril ~aintyee)has been difficult for Culleton to do as she confides to Garrod in an interview

(90).

Cree writer Beth Cuthand

fully understands Culleton, reliving the trauma of another ordeal
through her writing.

interview:

Cuthand shares her feelings with Lutz in an

"this is my body's

the words, by the potency of

memory that is being brought up by

these words! " (39 ) A p r i l ts helpless

thoughts alongside the rapist's brutal words and actions reminds

Culleton of her violent assault years earlier.

As

a result, the

humiliation, anger, hurt, and fear that April feels become all the
more real.

That is most likely how Culleton felt, and still feels,

whenever she is reminded of it again in her writing. Undoubtedly,
Culleton and Cuthand are courageous for returning to face their

difficult experiences.
Appearing before the C r o w n as an mallegedn rape victim reminds

April of the Native self she has rejected, She has no choice but

to forego her false persona if there is going to be any chance at
securing justice.

By referring to April as "that poor girln

( C u l l e t o n 148), along w i t h other patrodzfng rent~kts,the Crown
Attorney

persuades the jurors to p i t y the victim.

sonable enough, since, aft-

all, that f s his job.

his legal jargon is a connotation meant for April.

That seems reaHidden beneath

The subliminal

nessage sent to the jurots and April is that a6 a Native mgirlN she

is a " p i t i f u l creaturem ( N l e t o n

148).

Belittling April on the

grounds of her background only heightens her negative view of self.

Garnet's absence of a sound identity drives him to abuse drugs
which only lands him in jail. Eschewing minimum wage jobs, selling
drugs becomes h i s only way of making money fast.

guidance, or little education to sustain him,

With no moral

Garnet

becomes ano-

ther incarceration statistic. But that is not unusual, according

to Associate Chief Family Court Judge Edwin Kinelman, who wrote in
a

1984 F i l e

R e v i e w Report that "for the majority of older children

...

who became wards,

La] real possibility [exists] of spending

some of their adult years as residents of the provincefs correctional facilitiesn (qtd. in Barkwall, Longclaws, and Chartrand 124).

In essence, a combination of a self in orbit and limited options
almost makes Garnet's
ble

experiential awakening as an inmate inevita-

.
Sheer monotony perpetuated through repetition comprises an in-

mate's

existence. O t h e r than sharing sparse details about his in-

.

carceration, the 0jibway youth discloses little about his feelings
Perhaps Garnet's

reticence is due to his reluctancy as an inmate to

break the law of silence.

His fear of retaliation could be the

reason Garnet f s so tight-lipped and perhaps paranoid. Therefore,

as Wolfgang Iser puts it, readers *shade in the nany outlines suggested by the given situations,

...

(51).

The private nature

of prison l i f e and Garnet leaves me no choice but to *shade in the

outlinesm for hfn.

When 1 do, sketchy images about Garnet i n sa-

clusion appear. I am able to m a k e o u t a tiny cell where he spends

a lot of his time alone.

1 Mnage to see Gatnet laying on a tiny

cot a l l by himself.

It is difficult to get close to h i m as sur-

veillance cameras and guards regularly patrol the area.

Even

though Garnet refrains from divulging too much in his experience,

an ambiance of loneliness is still felt on the other side of the
prison walls. After all, who would not be lonely shut away in one
of the most dismal places on earth?
Cheryl carries her emotional burden alone unwilling to commu-

nicate w i t h April whom she sees as white.
of consoling her shattered spirit.

Streisand's
Cheryl:

Alcobol becomes her way

A f e w lines from Barbra

household sang "The Way We WereH fittingly describes

nMemories may be beautiful and yet/What8s too painful to

rememberpe simply choose to forgetw (11. 11-33).

ful for C h e r y l to reminisce abaut her parents.
way of pushing away the horrible

Cheryl's

It is too pain-

Alcohol becomes her

t r u t h about t h e m .

However,

pain never allows her to fully forget t h e m .

Cheryl's

tragedy is that she cannot reconcile within herself

the cutting truth that her father was a *gutter-creaturew

(Culleton 176), her mother committed suicide, and a baby sister
named Anna she never knew about died,

a devastation she cannot escape.

In short, she succumbs to

H e r fathar8s pitiful condition

symbolizes the ultimate end to Chw18slffefong dream of reuniting

with a cohesive family. H e r chance encounter w i t h her father literally quashes her idealistic dreams and

grtrpose

(Culleton 176).

Although Cheryl% aspirations are thrown fnto shambles, she

still embraces her Hetfs identity.

That is evident when she urges

April to do the same in a good~byeletter she sends her:

"Be ptoPd

of what you are, of what you and Henry Lee are
184).

A

.. . .

f Culleton

point is that if C h e r y l did not feel proud of her

Metisness, she would not feel so compelled to leave that suggestion

with April and her son. If anything positive has come o u t of w i t h holding the family secret f t o m Cheryl, it has given A p r i l some time
to cultivate her hybrid heritage. Cheryl's

passing, like any other

characters/persons under such citcum8tances, is deeply painful. In
s p i t e of this, Cheryl has left behind unique historical essays

rich in insight and thoughtful in approach
to cherish.

-

- for April and her son

Her uplifting words evoke reminders of what Mi'kmaq

elder/poet Rita Joe has written in the closing lines of her poem

"Today's

Learning Childw: "Please understand;/The chisel must con-

tinue to carve an image/Because all our l i f e has already been labelledmr ( 5 . 15-17).

Cheryl's

carefully composed essays begin to

etch dignifying impressions of her people, instilling April with

Ketis pride.

Sadly, Cheryl en-

singer/songwriter Amy Sky's

her own life.

song "Run Away* are almost meant for

Cheryl the moment she plunges into the w a t e r :

pain-

away it's

A few lines from

such a shame babym

"Run away from the

(1. 9

In C h e r y l %

ephemeral life, her spirit has touched those who really knew her
l i k e soft petals of a flower, Her sister April fs among those who

thoughtfully remembers her:
She was like a stalk in a field of
grain which never bent to the mighty
winds of authority, At the same t h e ,
that stalk could bend to the gentle
breezes of compassion. That was Cheryl.
[Culleton 95)

A stalk is an appropriate image to describe Cheryl, since its upright position connotes a burning pride she has always felt towards

her mixed heritage.

Bpen when the cruel winds of reality set in,

debilitating her, Cheryl never Loses the s t e m of who she is.

That

is apparent in her Wetis pride, encouraging her sister to adopt in
a good-bye letter she sends her

(Cullaton 184).

April, Henry

Liberty, her son, and Nancy, a Native woman she helped will never
forget her.

The memories Garnet Raven and the Rafntree sisters recall as

foster children shape their perception of self and Native people.

Given the prevalence of debased images of Canada's

F i r s t Peoples in

popular culture, along with the p i t i f u l Natives on skid row suffer-

ing from their own painful memories, it is not surprising that the
the characters internalize shame.

That rejection of self is reco-

vered sadly for A p r i l from Chery18s suicide, but joyfully when
Garnet returns home again.
self.

Like April, he returns home to the

Notes for Chapter 3
1 think support services such as crises lines and outreach counselling services are vital to preventing suicides.
I an no expert on the issue but I hope people in general, and
Aboriginals in particular, realize how precious life is, and
especially how special they are.

Alioff Maurie , and Susan Schouten Levine
The Long Walk of Alanis Obomsawin."
C
1987:

.w "Interview:
.
June,

13.

' Josephy, Alvin M. Jr. me -1
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1969.

Heritacre of

metica.

APTN (Aboriginal Peoplesf Television Network).
Winnipeg, 1 September 1999.

Chapter 4:

Renewing the Self:

4Pr51

and g @ e m r 8 M

enertH W e is about coming home.

(Richard Waqamese)'

April Raintree8s [journey] ends, w i t h
[her] survival, the beginning of a new
e,...
(Kateri Damm 23)
The family plays a vital role in shaping a child8s identity.

Responsibility resides mainly with them to instill their child(ren)
with a healthy understanding of who they are.

Garnet's

years as a

ward without any contact w i t h his natural family have deprived him

of an Ojibway identity.

Any

memories which could have helped h i m

understand himself have a l l but faded- April Raintree's

Wetis self

hinges on overcoming heart-wrenching fd l f al memories of alcohol-

ism and suicide. This chapter will show how familial, cultural and
spiritual memories work together to restore
April Raintree's

Gamet

Raven's

and

Native identity.

The journey to recovering a healthier attitude towards their
Native heritage has been anythfnq but easy for Garnet Raven and
A p r i l Raintree.

Instilled w i t h virtually no positive Native role

models throughout their fornative years, mafnstream societytslist
of damaging stereotypes only make Garnet's
table.

and April's

shame inevi-

Garnet and April conditionally respond to a l l of the nega-

tive stimuli around t h e m like Pavlov6s dogs. The m o m e n t both characters mistake misleading stereotypes for truth is when they begin

to internalize what John Bradshaw describes as toxic shame:

"A

shame-based person will guard against exposing his inner self to
others, but more significantly, he will guard against exposing himeelf to himselfm (10). In chapter three, the reader has already

seen the facades Garnet and April wear to conceal their Native
identity. I n s p i t e of their endless charades, however, Garnet and

April can never run away from who they really are.

They t r y to

hide it,

Coming out of hiding is a painstaking thing to do.

Especially

when it is fraught w i t h so much potential danger of enduring humil-

iation.

Sometimes it is just easier to hide behind a mask, rather

than expose one's

vulnerable self to the unknown.

For awhile,

April feigns happiness in an Indian princess get-up, while Garnet
"gets do-

to the funky rhythm as a flamboyant black man.

Eventu-

ally, they do face reality, finding meaning in their hollow lives.

A lack of p o s i t i v e influences about Native people makes Garnet's
and April's

superficial transformation inevitable.

Cree elders Allen and Dorothy Starblanket from the Sandy Lake

Cree Reserve in Saskatchewan share an observation which is helpful

in understanding April and Garnet:

"The change which one step, one

word, one gesture, one instant can bring is stunningn

(263).

Thus, the letter G a r n e t unexpectedly receives from his brother
Stanley Raven

while incarcerated and CheryIFs sudden death mark

turning points in Garnet's

anb AprilCe I ~ v
While
~ the
s.
letter

leads Garnet on a trail back to re-diecoverfnq his self, the pain-

f u l Loss of Cheryl brings April to ffnally accept her true self.

In the end, both instances transform their shame into cultural
pride.

The letter and Cheryl's

sudden death go further, becoming

catalysts which help them re-claim their identities.
A

major breakthrough occurs when Garnet and April shift their

selfhood from external appearance to internal probing,

The commu-

nal efforts of G a r n e t s extended family and April s new commitment

to fight the alcoholism epidemic (Culleton 173) and to her nephew
(Culleton 183) make this change possible. As well-meaning as some
of Garnet and Aprilrs social workers and foster parents are, a re-

newed pride in, and knowledge of their Native identity did not come
from t h e m .

It came from certain members of their families who gen-

uinely cared about April's

and Garnet's

well-being.

Because of

them, the once uprooted p a f r can now re-cultivate their Native
roots in a rich soil nurturing them w i t h understanding.
M e m o r y p l a y s a crucial role in the recovery of identity in
I

r ~ -tree
l

and KeenerrN Me.

heavily on the former.

That is because the latter relies

Bernard Williams in

of #e

Sellf

elaborates further: wmemury is the essence of personal identity:

figuratively speaking, memory is so much what makes [someone] a
certain person that when provided w i t h certain memories, he cannot
doubt who he is

. ..
,

(14), Progress is only made when Garnet

and April face their families again.
Before April and G a r n e t see themselves in a familial setting,
they live a detached existence as loners,

lomatically calls mthe autonomous self ,
201).

or what Paul Heelas dip-

..

(qtd, in -pat

For the most part, the bum of theit foster care experien-

ces are spent in isolation away from their families.

At least

April knows she is a Metis, whereas, Garnetfs heritage remains a
Until they are able to come to terms with who they

mystery to him.

really are, the impression they leave is one of profound emptiness.
Soon M a t changes when G a r n e t and April are in a position to situate themselves in relation to a family they hardly know, if at all.
Once they see themselves as one of the Ravens or Raintrees, they
begin to display what Arnold Krupat refers to a s a synecdochic
might perhaps instantiate an NI-am-wen experience as

self:

descriptive of the Native sense of self, where such a phrase indi-

cates that I understand myself as a self only i n relation to the
coherent and bounded whole of which I am a part
210),

. ..

(209-

Thus, the western obsession with the individual which b-

comes Garnet's

and April's

reality as foster children, becomes ir-

relevant in their communal paradigm, Both youth courageously fore-

go their solo joumey in order to recover their identity.

Each

does so in slightly different w a y s *

Garnet's

desire to seize his Ojibway identity induces him to

learn as much as possible about his past.

Stricken like someone

with amnesia, Garnet is compelled to re-learn his earliest experiences from his family who has never forgotten then.

In one pat-

ticulasly touching scene overlooking a campfire, the depth of
Garnet's

mother's

a certain event.

love is made apparent when ha is unable to recall
Looking her son tenderly in the eyes, ms. Baven

responds, mSFokay,m she said and grinned at me, nepokay. Us w e re-

nember for youm (Wagzmese

56).

The amount of selflessness and

supportiveness in Garnetfsmotherrs voice is a strong indication of
how much she loves her son. The warmth in her words also shows how

willing she is as one of Garnet's

loved ones to help h i m re-claim

who he is,

Subconscious memories a w a k e n every time Garnet drifts into
previously lived experiences.
during Garnet's

A deja vu sensation is first stirred

bus r i d e through the woods of northern Ontario,

Even though the Ojibway youth cannot f u l l y recall it, there is
something unusually familiar about the rustic beauty, which leads
h i m to believe he has been there before.

Faced with the imminence

of time obscuring or wiping out his experience, sensory visualiza-

tion somehow enables Garnet to hold onto it.
terrain manages to seep into Garnet's

Gradually, the wild

being, becoming a p a r t of

In the meantime, he feels disconnected from his surroun-

him.

dings.
For over 20 years G a r n e t has depended

survive in a concrete world.

challenge for him.

over.

Garnet

on himself in order to

Consequently, it has been an onerous

His years of wandering aimlessly are finally

slowly re-connects to his family and natural surroun-

dings, coming near the first place where he felt safe

mother8s womb.

Garnet

-- inside his

is taken back to when he was a baby Listen-

ing to the soothing rhythm of his motherre heartbeat.

Together,

mother and son re-kindle their special bond which temporal and geographic forces have tried to keep apart* For the first time in

years, mother and her baby son embrace in an intimate moment of mutual healing.

This experience stirs a prenatal memory in G a r n e t :

*I began to realize that I'd felt this same way somewhere back in
ny past.

I donrt know what it war but something somewhere deep in-

side me recognized that heartbeat

....

n

(Wagamese 54).

Al-

though some readers would dismiss Garnetgs experience as nothing

short of incredible, psychoanalysts such as Carl G. Jung are not so

sceptical. Be believes that it is possible that Garnet can remem-

ber feeling nestled inside his motherRswomb, since Sung firmly believes everyone r e t a i n s "old experiencesm (173).
April is the antithesis of her Ojibway counterpart when it

comes to familial memories.
the young Metis

While G a r n e t willingly embraces t h e m ,

woman wants no p a r t of them. A p a r t from sporadic

family get-togethers such as building snowmen, the memories which

dominate April's
hol.

consciousness the most are associated w i t h alco-

Cheryl% presence on skid row as a "gutter creaturew forces

April to re-examine her own contempt. There is no room for repugnance since the person standing before her is her o m sister.

A

special bond formed years before prevents April from fleeing.

No

doubt April's

duty to help Cheryl rests primarily on genuine sis-

terly love and concern.

Given April's

earlier disclosure that

Cheryl is the darker version of her self (Culleton 9 0 ) , perhaps a

personal motive t o wrest Cheryl free from alcohol is also at work.
Aprilrs re-birth sadly coincides w i t h her sfstergsdeath.

Only

when April projects her anger onto the blighted bottle as the cause

of so much woes, does she see her alcoholic family differently.
Consequently, the shame that A p r f l has carried for so long rushes
down the drain.

Along vith

it goes haunting h g e a April has bar-

bowed o f skid row Indians.

A new desire to help them is born:

I grabbed one piece a little too
savagely and it cut my hand. I
looked at the blood oozing o u t in
a thin red line
'Still after more blood, are you?
Well, you cut down my sister, my
parents, my people, But no more.
1'11 see to to {sic1 it. Somehow.
Some way/ (Culleton 173)

This scene is a breakthrough moment far April who finally accepts
her Metis i d e n t i t y .

Equipped with an earnest determination to

fight the alcohol epidemic, April finds her purpose in l i f e .

The

self April has found is not individually focussed like the one she

has projected in Toronto as Lady Radcliff.

It is comprised of a

newfound responsibility to help her Native community as a caring
Metis woman.
In contrast, the core of Garnet's
family.

self rests entirely with his

Before the Raven clan reunites with their missing loved

one, Garnet f l i p s through an empty photo album which sums up his
life

(Wagamese 51).

A l l the blank pages are stark images which

symbolize years of lost memories Garnet and h i s real family could

have cherished.

Now, listening intently becomes Carnet's

only way

of salvaging his past in order to piece together who he is. Reco-

vering his self depends entirely on his familyRs ntemories.
Each member of the Raven family is an oral historian for

Garnet. That includes his mother who gives him v i t a l information
about his deceased father.

The menorfes Alice Raven recalls about

John Hukwa become especially meaningful far Garnet who has no nemo-

ry

of his now deceased father.

U n g w i t h her warmth, Mrs. R a v e n

is the only one w h o can relay vital information about her husband
to Garnet.

Revelations of his father singing to h i m or teaching

him about his genealogy while still in his mother's womb (Wagaaese
5 7 ) are

heirloom Garnet will treasure.

The images he constructs

of h i s father are as delicate as the sandy structures he used to
Something special comes out of Garnet's

make,

mother,

talks with his

That is the realization t h a t his father loves h i m .

Garnet's

retreat into the bush stirs a subconscious memory.

Ris mother helps him make sense of it. She adopts an elder's

role

as she explains that the natural experience originated from a tra-

d i t i o n a l ojibway custom.

She still remembers the time Grandfather

Harold and father John introduce him to the natural world.

The

older mensF gesture is significant revealing their simultaneous
pride, respect and love for their son/grandson and nature.

Their

intent goes beyond exposing Garnet to the "great outdoorsn! It
hinges more on teaching the small Ojibway boy that he belongs, that
he is a part of the overall natural plan.

fmmersing G a r n e t into

his wild surroundings is just the first step to Living in harwny
w i t h nature.

Traditional Native people refer to this belief as the

sacred circle of life.
White Dog, Ontario, offers G a r n e t an opportunity to l i v e a

simple life. The weather-beaten outhouses and slopping water pails
are far removed from the frantic pace of city life.
somewhere in nature is where he f i n d s his identity.

Tucked away

In some ways,

readers like one of my former students at the University of Calgary

path to re-discovering his self is too idyllic.

feels that Garnet's

In her view, G a r n e t should encounter more personal and communal
To a certain extent I can see her point.

problems than he does.

Yet, an inner tension within G a r n e t is definitely there. It varies

from a craving for the fast-paced and exciting life of the city,
to an unwavering desire to flee White Dog whenever he feels discomfort.

A willingness to stay aids G a r n e t in finding h i s self,

but a l s o exposes him to h i s family8s scars from systemic seizure.
Most visible is his oldest brother Jackie's

peculiar silence.

O t h e r difficulties G a r n e t contends with are his family's

memories of his father's

sombrous

suspected suicide and his mother8s pain.

Stanley quickly informs his baby brother that h i s mother suffered

too:

V o u g o t the

easy part, pal.

You never hadta live with the

memory of a baby in your belly, or the feelin' of bein' responsible
for losin' itn (Wagamese 4 8 ) .
Central to Garnet's

healing is a renewed relationship w i t h his

mother. Waganese has learned experientially that even though rela-

t i o n s between Garnet and his mother has been severed, an extraordinary bond still remains.

Mrs. Raven's
home.

The power of love holds it together.

one w o r d song, "bihfkee-yan, bihFkee-ym

[clone home,

...*

[Wagamese 58-59)

There is no question that Garnet's
her youngest child.

mother's

love

. . . . come

is partly a dirge.

mother is mourning the loss of

It also shows the depth of her L o v e

-- of a

-- as she has never given up hoping that one day

Garnet would return.

Her dafly prayers to the Creator (Cod) to

keep G a r n e t safe is another expression of her love.

Holding off

from mamying again so that Garnet's

treaty nights will not be af-

fected is another example of Mts. Raven's

love.

An image

of an

Ojibway woman tapping her foot to a poignant song plants a vivid

memory i n hin.

E s t h e r Jacko alludes to such experiences:

"The

human voice leaves a lasting imprint on human memory and feelings
because so much heart and s p i r i t can be communicated through the

voice, ,

, ,

ff

(49).

On nights when G a r n e t finds it especially

difficult to rest, echoes of h i s mothergs soothing voice cradles
him t o sleep.
Garnet receives a w a r m reception at his homecoming but not
the festive celebration he expects. The low-key greeting many of
Garnet's

r e l a t i v e s extend t o him seems almost inevitable

- the

Ojibway youth l i k e l y reminding t h e m of painful memories of his ap-

prehension.

Or, the manner in which G a r n e t is received may just be

the 0 jibways8 way of doing things.

Clearly, Garnet is disappoin-

ted, equating family reunions w i t h shows like 'The Waltonsw where

Grandma Walton appears with a homemade apple pie.

The t w o situa-

tions, one manufactured and the other real, challenge his mode of
thinking.

Garnet * s uncomfortable reaction to his relativefs play-

ful teasing of him is indicative o f his removal front the Ojibway
culture.

His anxiety ray also be attributed to an overly sensi-

tive nature.

Mter a l l , these people

rock star facade.

can see through his black

He literally has no self to axptess.

Garnet's

first impression of his people is far fmn favourable, indicated
obviously through his abrupt wish to leave.

Stanley's

taloned grip

does not allow that to happen, reassuring U s brother later

on that

his kin really do care for him=

"but people been dreamin' 'bout

this day for a long time and they held onto you all the time you

were away.

People been prayin' and maWn8 offerin's

(Waqamese 4 2 - 4 3 ) .

[sic]

...

R

Stanley helps G a r n e t to see his relativesr hu-

mour as their way of showing affection. Unfortunately for Garnet,
not everyone in White Dog is glad to see him.
G a r n e t % return home hits Jackie particularly hard.

Rather

than turn his agony inwards like his dad, Jackie directs h i s hurt
outwards.

His sensitive nature and his protective role as the

oldest Raven sibling magnify Jackie's feelings. Volcanic emotions
seethe through every fibre of Jackie's personhood.

At times, his

moods escalate to precarious proportions, making him a prime candidate for spontaneous combustion.

Once the basis of Jackie's

anger

is understood, empathy for what he has been through grows.

To no

fault of h i s own, Garnet's

visible presence in white D o g churns up

painful reminders wearing on Jackie's

psyche (Wagamese 9 9 ) .

Or,

what country legend Willie Nelson calls "lain old worn out memoryu

(Nelson).

As

much as Jackie w a n t s to embrace his baby brother,

layers of leftover memories of his fatharts pain stops h i m .

In-

stead, Jackie exhibits polar behaviours ,either simmering s i l e n t l y ,

or striking out w i t h heated words. Either way, Jackiers flippancy
towards Garnet makes it look Like he despises him.

However, once

the brunt of Jackiers anger is known [emanating front his father's
pain), G a r n e t is merely a poignant reminder, and n o t the cause of

Jackie*s pain. Following in John Mukvars (bear in 0jibway) tracks,

Jackie ambles along l i k e a n~~unded
bearm(Wagamese

98).

Supposed

to be tenacious like a bear, a grinding helplessness overcomes
Jackie when the smallest Raven is plucked away iron h i s nest.

~arnat's unexpected return reminds the beat of his own vulnerability, influencing him to act the way he does.

Garnet's

ghastly appearance spooks h i s wild brother Jackie

once he musters up enough courage to face him.

T h e innocent boy he

fondly remembers cuddling and falling asleep w i t h is not the same

person standing before him.

of

Garnet

A healthy

reddish sheen has gone out

who has acquired a whiteness Jackie fears. Very much an

emblem of the past, Jackie has never forgotten a l l of the pain

Euro-Canadian society has inflicted onto his people. To his frust r a t e d dismay, Native heartache has drifted into the present.

Jackie runs down the lengthy list of Aboriginal social problems
that historical and governmental neglect have either contributed to

or caused.

The outspoken Raven lists poverty and alcohol and do-

mestic abuse as a sample of these social ills. While some Natives
have managed to overcome adversity by forgiving or forgetting,

others like Jackie have retained what Sally Morgan refers to as "a
long memoryn (210)

.

A t the

forefront of Jackie's

is the inconceivable harm Children's
Leading the forefront of Jackie's

spewing thoughts

Aid has done to his family.

distress is G a r n e t r e Ojibway ef-

facement which unleashes fear in h i m .

Prior to Garnet's

return, Jackie has become an articulate

voice for Native people.

He has proven he is a capable speaker

when he educated the media about the Native plight (Wagamese

99).

Jane proudly fills G a r n e t in about the tinre Jackie uses words fn-

stead of ammunition to resolve the dispute over Anishanabe Park.
Eventually, the nearby residents of another reserve are conrpensated, but

- just as important - on peaceful terms.

While many re-

gard A I M (American Indian Movement) as a militant group of rebels,

Jackie does not.

He sees it as a platform where Natives have been

forced to ban together to defend their political rights.

down person he is not: Jackie's

A sit

intensity (like jack-in-the-box)

springs into action whenever he believes strongly in a cause.

No

matter how angry Jackie gets, he keeps it under control.
h groping fear of White D o g and its people s e i z e s G a r n e t , who

has been exiled as a child to unknown territory. Wagamese obscures

Garnet's

reality in order to show the psychological damage long-

term removal has had on him.

At times, Garnet seems to float

around more than stand on firm ground.

A gnawing fear continues to

frighten him, but Garnet% supportive family keeps h i m from b o l t ing. Another kind of fear makes itself at home in Jackie, prevent-

ing him from reaching out to touch Garnet.
Seeing G a r n e t stamps an indelible imprint on Jackie's
ity.

mental-

No matter how hard he tries, Jackie cannot escape the un-

shakeable image that his baby brother has become an napplan (red on

the outside, white on the inside), The sight of Garnet awakens me-

mories Jackie would rather forget.

Without realizing it, Garnet

becomes an effigy for the whiteness Sackfe loathes (Wagamese 107).

He cannot find it w i t h i n himself to forgive the w h i t e people who
caused h i s family and Aboriginal people so much pain.

The only way

Jackie overcomes his deep-seated fear o f his brother is to face h i m

in a showdown game of hockey.
Wagamesefs delineation of this scene is highly credible and
cleverly crafted.

Aware

playful and physical de-

of the beat's

meanor, Wagamese uses hockey as the ideal setting to reunite t w o
l o s t brothers.

The physical contact the sport is notorious for

works to the brothers* advantage, reducing the distance between
The game becomes the setting where a playful bear s p i r i t

them.

S t r i k i n g a s w e l l is the

l i k e Jackie's is able to express himself.

breathtaking moment when big brother comes together with his little

brother in a warm embrace, or as G a r n e t remembers it, i n
w a r m bear hug

.

, ,

rn [a

big,

Another point that s t i c k s

(Wagamese 108).

out in this rink scene is how earlier memories between Jackie and
Garnet

are re-claimed right on the ice. These range from the lov-

ing nickname

- "little bagga antlers

e

e

.

rn

(Wagamese 106)

- that

Jackie gives to Garnet, to a memory Garnet subconsciously re-

tains. Without realizing it, the hair his older brother fondly reL

members Garnet grabbing at bedtime, is held once again on the ice:
"Took me a while before I noticed I was holding his long ponytail

. Jackie's

with one handn (Wagrunese 108)

hair acquires a motherly

softness, functioning as a metaphor for an umbilical cord, where
his dark strands fuse with an awaiting hand in a mutual bond of
healing.

In one spontaneous whisk, the Raven brothers loop toge-

ther a myriad of refreshing memories.

Fully aware that Garnet is in the midst of an identity crisis,

Stanley intervenes to buoy his sinking spirit.
temic wardship excavates Garnet's

As much as sys-

Aboriginaf self, Stanley a i d s

in putting it back.

Stanley does so by focussing on the seed of

selfhood, rather than on an artificial product of main-

Garnet's

stream society he has become:
' F i r s t of all, youfve always been an Indian,
man,
' A l w a y s have been and always
will be. The Creatorrs the only one can
change that and he ainft likely to
You spend some time here you get diff8rent
influences and maybe somethin'll wake up
inside you again* ?Cause it never disappeared. ?It's just been put to sleep
by other stuff*s been workinr on your
spirit
(Wagamese 47-48)

...

....

....

Stanley begins by first validating Garnet's
has been denied to him while in foster care.

Indian identity which
He also reminds his

brother that there is no need to be afraid of his brokenness because the Creator made Garnet.

hope,

Stanley's

words provide Garnet w i t h

He realizes, perhaps for the first time, that his spiritual

flame has never gone out.

Even though Garnet's

It merely flickers away in silence.
identity has all but been extinguished,

the essence of who the Creator has made him to be has survived.

Lenore Keeshig-Tobias and Joy Harjo , two well-known Native writers,
argue that it is still possible to know you are an Indian even when
your i d e n t i t y has been extirpated.

Having a feeling that you are

Native is n o t the slupe as knowing w h a t it means to be H a t i v e .

That

internal sense is only possible because of the Creator, who in-

stills an innate sense of who we are in every one of His living
beings.

Keeshig-Tobias pinpoints this inner reality as existing

"in your genes, Merited meanow.
how

.,..

(248).

They still come through some-

Essentially saying the same thing, Joy Earjo

describes the spiritual entity of one's

Indian self as *touch[ingl

in on the larger tribal continental memory

. . . It's

not something

. . but it was something that chose me, that
and I cannot deny it . . . .
( 5 7 ) . Garnet still

I consciously chose;

lives i n me,

has an intuitive sense that he is Native even without an identity.
That is because the Creator made G a r n e t Raven an Indian, just like

He made bear to be a bear and beaver to be a beaver (Waganese 37),
Garnet gradually recovers hie Ojibway identity, but only be-

cause of h i s natural family.

The memories his loved ones impart to

him gives Garnet back pieces of his self.

This reminds me of what

Bernard Williams says about how memories are paramount to finding

one's

identity

(14).

the shaping of a child's

Given their primary influence involved in
identity, it is imperative that the Raven

family recall familial memories for Garnet. Because such memories

are the cornerstone to Garnet's

identity, it is no wonder the lat-

ter relies so heavily on the former. A close relationship between
memories and i d e n t i t y makes the inscription on a Hallmark birthday

card so memorable:
familyn ( 2 )

.

nEiemories closest to the heart are those of

One by one, Garnet's

kin helps the l o s t Indian youth

to m a k e sense of h i s present by making sense of his past,
Withstanding the test of t h e , the Ravens save precfous famil i a l , clannish, and communal memories for Garnet.

Thus, when

Garnet does return home, they share their h i s t o r y and more w i t h
him.

Just

as i m p o r t a n t is how the White Dog community m e m b e ~ splay

a pivotal role in restoring Garnet's

Native identity, According to

Sylvia OtKeara, returning home fs where Garnet finds it:

"Native

identity is determined Inany times by where you come from and to
whom you might be related

....

(124)

. That is such a dramatic

change from the hounding menorfes of an estranged self Garnet relives as a former foster child and inmate:

"no one ever took the

time to t e l l me who I was, [or] where I came f r o m
(Wagamese 12).

...

n

Whether it is sister Jane who retrieves familial

memories from a photo album (Wagamese 97) , or Garnet's

mother who

makes phenomenal memories like s e t t i n g up camp clearer to him

(Waqamese 5 5 - 5 6 ) , Garnet's
covery.

family sets hin back on the road to re-

Having lived in exile for over two decades, Garnet is fi-

nally able to return home to White Dog

- home to the self.

Experiential pain sums up the gist of Cheryl's

and later

AprilRs familial reality. In s p i t e of t h i s , April still manages to
salvage something precious out of a heap of tragic circumstanher identity.

ces:

The only way the young Metis woman weaves a

healthier attitude towards her self is to accept and love her

family unconditionally.

Considering all AprLl has been through,

she would be able to understand the Hallnark caption on a deeper

level.

Before April can even attain that degree of w a r m t h , how-

ever, she must accept her parents and hex half-breed status,
Culture is an integral part of one's

in the former affecting the latter.

identity w i t h a decline

Paula Gunn Allen singles out

oppression of the Indian as causing thea~shame and lost idantities

in %ngry Women Are Building:

..-

N:

"One of the mafor effects

was the loss of cultured values and the concontitant loss of personal identity

. . . The Indian was taught to be ashamed of being

Indian and to emulate the non-Indian ,
Raintree and

...

(192)- April

Raven are just a sample of Natives who have

Garnet

been affected by cultural loss and/or deliberate cultural distortion,

The only sign of any Metis cultural display in bpril -tree

are the times when the family used to jig while Mr. Raintree played
the fiddle

(Culleton 36).

It appears that all of the cultural

dancing took place in Norway House, one of the homes of the

northern Metis.

(A

Metis originally from northern Manitoba, I have

fond memories of jigging competitions held every year at a winter

festival ) , Other than that, CuIleton8s interpretation of the Ketis
culture from her own experiential standpoint is one of stark decay.
Since culture is interrelated w i t h i d e n t i t y , H e n r y and Alice

Raintree become l o s t when they reach Winnipeg, as they have little
communal support to sustain then.

Both parents decide not to gain

inner strength from attending mass, praying in private, or partaking in Metis cultural gatherings in the city.

Alice Raintree's

bittersweet memories of residential school partially ray have something t o do w i t h it.
The despair which has become fixated in April and her family

has historical origins.
as Haria Campbell i s in

present-day

mtis

Beatrice Culleton is not quite as direct

mf.

in terns of connecting the

plight to past injustices.

One exanple of his-

torical neglect Campbell writes about is the uprooting of countless

Metis from their land, forcing th8m to become mRoad Allowance People."

Nonetheless, the uforgottan peopleH ( 4 7 ) Waria Campbell re-

minds Aarmut Lutz about are covered by Culleton as w e l l .

They no

longer inhabit an invisible place in history because Culleton includes a Metis interpretation of them in the narrative. A cultural
hero among h i s people, the see-saw denigration of Louis Riel as a

lunatic ( N l e t o n 30) only heightens April's

shame.

Recognizing

her sisterrs distaste towards her Metis culture, Cheryl works dili-

gently like beaver to change it.

She does so by encouraging ~ p r i l

to read more uplifting historical accounts fromhistorians and herself.
Well aware inequitable attitudes are entrenched in the parame-

ters of historical discourse, Cheryl embarks on leveling them out.

Her interpretations serve t o inform April that a rich Metis culture
has existed.

Alongside the amateur historian% revisionist ac-

counts of pioneer days is a propensity for Cheryl to situate Metis
culture as confined to the past.

Rumbling echoes of a buffalo es-

caping from a Metis hunter embody this (Culleton 5 5 ) .

Cheryl

feels compelled to focus on lived experience to counter a present
cultural void. Her emphasis on the past unknowingly reveals a cri-

ticism about how Native culture tends to be purtrayed.
Since the turn of the last century, Native cultures have been

showcased in museums worldwide, at the Calgary Stampede, and hundreds of other similar events.

B u t as Emma LaRocque in Def-

explains, Aboriginal cultures do not alvays reflect the present-day reality:

meducators mention u ~ d X a n
cuIturaW

and than proceed to speak in tarrs of the pastN (11).

C h e r y l is

notorious for doing this. M u c h of the supposed reenactments of

frontier days that G a r n e t has seen on television and in books not

only misrepresent Indians (who are often not endemic to their era

or culture), but serve only to shame the Ojibway audience member.
I t matters little to G a r n e t t h a t the "cultural depictionm of

Indians constitutes false advertisement. The damaging effact of an

inferiority complex has been achieved.

Tha layers of l o w self-

esteem Garnet has accumulated can only be peeled away when a more

sound picture of his heritage is presented.
Keeper, a jovial 0 j ibway elder, changes Garnet8s inferior emo-

tional state through cultural intervention. What emerges is a special bond between the two, one where the generation aged w i t h time
and wisdom meets the one just s t a r t i n g out.

The nexus which nur-

tures the connection is b u i l t on trust meshed w i t h cultural mediation. Beatrice Medicine associates elders l i k e Keeper with passing

on crucial teachings:

NElders are repositories of cultural and

philosophical knowledge and are the transmitters of such inforna-

tion.

...

(142).

The way Keeper goes about instructing

Garnet is just as effective as what he teaches the Native youth.
A fundamental lesson Keeper teaches Garnet centres on culture.
TO Garnet8s surprise, Keeper downplays external showy cultural ex-

pressions such as braided long hair and participating in pow wows

for gentler qualities residing in the heart:
honesty and sharin8

....

'm

(Wagamase 38).

"respect, kindness,
The Ojibway elder

recognizes t h a t the only way someone can become a better parson is
through regular prayers to the Creator thanking Him and asking Him

for strength, and food to help hirn/her/self and others (Wagamese

38)

.'

This is what it means to be an mIndyun.m

essay "The R o l e of Native Elders:

Couture's

In Joseph E.

Emergent Issues,~the

late Stoney elder Abe Burnstick shares Keeper's

view:

"[wlith

finger stabbing h i s heart area, [elder Burnstick says], "An
Indeeyin is fndeeyin rawt heah!"
An

(qtd. in Couture 2 0 2 )

.'

important teaching Garnet learns from Keeper is that an

tlIndyuntt
is not so much how you look, but the selfless way you live
This forces Garnet to re-examine h i s own cultural con-

your life.

ditioning, but his own external notions of what constitutues cul-

tural identity as well.

Keeper achieves this effect in Garnet,

informing him that it is what is on the inside

- traditions - which

is the heart of an Indian identity (Wagamese 3 8 ) .

Be does not

simply exchange a *James Brown-lookinf Indianm (Wagamese 3 5 ) for
a Grey Owl one (no offense Grey Owl.

I do respect h i m for s t i c k i n g

up for the beaver and Anahareo [Gertrude Bernard] f o r helping him.
For more on Grey Owl see End N o t e s ) . '

Keeper begins from within.

This old man sees deep, staring through Garnet's
sing it for what it is:
identity.

Keeper's

false front, expo-

a cover-up to compensate for a hollow

mission becomes, in h i s own words, to "bring

'en back from the inside out. Nothin* in this world aver g r e w from
the outside

in

....

. Together,

(Wagamese 39)

the 0jibway

elder works c l o s e l y with Garnet t o recover the identity he once
had.
Culture

is a dynamic force f n Keeper's

teachings.

Joy Asham

Fedorick has uncovered useful material in her discussion:

. . reveals itself

Wulture

as a fabric woven of personal histories and

through the eyes of its individuals;

., .

(69)

.

Don McCaskill

approaches culture in a roundabout way, showing how its absence

"Unless a child learns about the forces which

affects identity:

shape h i m , the history of his people, their values and customs,

their language, he will never know himself or his potential as a
human being

...
.

.

(168)

Lastly, Charles Hudson lists similar

criteria which are cultural in scope:

mCulturally, a person is

characterized i n terms of where he or she is from, who h i s or her
people are and what their ways of life, religion, language, are
like , ,

.

lw

(qtd. i n Hobson 8 )

answers the five w's:
group of people.

Generically speaking, culture

who, what, where, when and why of a distinct

Notable about Keeper is how he introduces culture

to Garnet.
Before Keeper develops a keen cultural interest in Garnet, the
Ojibway youth roams around as an outsider. During random points of

the narrative

Garnet

vividly recalls feeling like an alien among

the Ojibways, unable t o %peak the Language ,
,

.

,

* (Wagamese 6 2 ) .

. . hunt and fish

Keeper and the Raven family make Garnet's

estrangement easier, intricately weaving him back into their ~ 1 Keeper is indispensable

tural fd l y .

p l i c a b l e t o Garnet's

in malting culture more ap-

everyday reality. Keeper exudes quintessen-

tial qualities as a holistic teachar. Hie cultural teachings nourish Garnet's
earth.

s p i r i t like pattering raindrops moistening a barren

One which stands o u t in Ommetfismemory is Keeper's

re--

der to respect "[tlhe gffts of the father an' g i f t s of the
mother

....

(Wagamese 115). The lesson Keeper wants Garnet- to

take away with him is to nurture the heart as well as the mind.

The goal is to help Garnet become mentally and emotionally balanced.
Keeper is effective in changing Garnet8s cultural assumptions

as well.

Before meeting the elder, Garnet has been bombarded w i t h

distorted depictions of the Indians as "savagesm in popular culture, or the ones he used

to see on the street who have been
Somehow, amidst adversity,

stripped of a culture long ago.

Aboriginal cultures have managed to survive when the reserves be-

came, as Brant Castellano put it, wcultural fortresses
(48).

...

tt

The m a n A c t prohibited cultural ceremonies like the

Prairie Sundance and Haida Potlatch from being held.

Because of

some reserves reclusive Location and regular interaction, the

communities still managed to keep their cultural beliefs going.

.

Hence, the name "cultural fortresses

The 0 jibway elder teaches

Garnet that culture is in motion and not stagnant.
strates this to his

Keeper demon-

new pupil showing him how the Ojibway people of

White Dog have incorporated outside cultural influences with their
own.

They have done so, as Harold Raven has first taught K e e p e r ,

in the following way:
in and day o u t

mCulturegswhat you f i n d yourself doing day

. . . Culture's

the w a y of livinf and us w e gotta

admit that these days o u r culture's

made up of sweat lodge, TV, ra-

dio, huntin,' school, fishh8, sweetgrass, cedar, work and a l l
sortsa things

cu1tures

.. ..

(Wagamese 137-138).

The blending of two

- the European one with an Ojibway one - is the result of

the "contact zonem (Pratt 4 ) .

For technological and economic rea-

sons, the White Dog 0 jibways have spiralled out from the p a s t into
the present.

In short, they have become hybridized.

cites John Collier in Defeatharina the

in cultural transition.

Enma LaRocque

who affirms a belief

He p o s i t s that it is "[nlot fossilized,

unadaptive, not sealed into the past, but plastic, adaptive, assimilative

.. ."

(qtd. in LaRocque 13).

Keeper, culture is malleable.

According to Collier

and

Identity slides along like an abacus

scale, depending on what external forces comes its way.

Keeper's

decision to draw on positive attributes from both

cultures is wise.

To focus exclusively on one at the expense of

the other is to jeopardize one's

reality as a contemporary Indian.

Marilyn McGillivary, a r t i s t i c director of Awasikan Theatre in
Winnipeg, puts it best:

tional, and we can't

"It8s n o t realistic to be totally tradi-

be totally contemporary because we lose our

identity as [Aboriginal] peopleN

(in Wheeler 11).

Therefore,

manoeuvring an identity between two cultures becomes the key for
modern-day Indians.

Since Keeper knows Garnet is already well

aware of mainstream culture, the understanding elder restores the

traditional component of h i s Ojibway identity. As a result, Garnet

experiences a balance within he has never felt before.
April Raintree comes t o a healthier place within as well.

She

recovers her self o n l y after overcoming a series of familial and
systemic obstacles.
girl's

A

focal point which has nursed the Xetis

crushed spirit comes in the fozll of Haran Dion, a gentle

Roman Catholic woman.

Sadly for April, her stay at the Dion home

ends when Wrs, Dion becomes teminally ill. Basing April through

her horrendous experiences as an exploited child at the DaRosiers

is their nonconforming dog Rebel. Tantamount to the compassionate
companionship are her routine escapes to the woods which be-

dog's

comes April's

oasis from despair.

One memory which April holds

close to her is when she feels comforted from the soothing presence
of the Creator and nature:

V h e sunlight filtered through the

towering trees, warming even the shady spots. The area was alive
w i t h the sounds of birds, squirrels and bugs.

But I felt a t peace,

the tensions from the past months were lifted

. . . .*

(Culleton

In the midst of despair, April is able to draw solace from

33).

her natural surroundings.

her s p i r i t .

April.

A zephyr mstles the leaves, lifting up

It is as if the boughs of a tree wrap itself around

All too frequently, a spiritual void set off by the

DeFtosier and Raintree families affects April.

Wearing on her

spirit is the sudden departure of a lowed one without having the
chance to say goodbye.

Tears stream down April's
Cheryl.

face as she grieves over the loss of

Rain falls uncontrollably on the night of Cheryl's

death.

Cheryl mourns over the impossibility of a cohesive family, or over

the destruction of nature:
Where are the animals of the wgldeness to go,
when there is no more w i I d e m e s s ? ~ yare the
birds of the skies, falling to their axtinction?/Is there joy for you, when you bring down
the mighty trees of our forestst/Wo living thing
seams sacred to you. In the name of progress,
everything is cut down. And prograss means only
profits. (Culleton 136)
Sorrow wells up in C h e r y l over the willfur decimation of creation.

She is addressing the ones who are greedy yet hide behind the guise

of *progress2' It causes Cheryl so much distress knowing that peo-

p l e do not have to live this way, disrespecting the earth mother
(Culleton 136).

According to Nabatma Gandhi, because soma people

hoard, nature has been thrown out of balancer

need but not enough for everyone's

this world for everyone's
(qtd. in Solomon 106 )

.

"there is enough in
greed*

(Nature, wildlife, and +he poor suffer as

a result whenever people think only o f themselves), Even at the
lowest point in her life, Cheryl still manages t o share whatever
she has w i t h Nancy's

family.

C h e r y l may not realize that she embo-

dies traditional Cree and Christian values whenever she helps

others in a caring way.

She does not die in vain, because April

undergoes a dramatic change within.
April's

and Cheryl's

A key

difference between

destinies lies i n how they respond to their

lives. While April eventually learns to ride her experiences like

waves, Cheryl does not, succumbing to her inability to face them.
Garnet's apprehension into foster care at the age of three has
wiped out any memory o f h i e Ojibway heritage.

Keeper, an Ojibway

elder recovering from an alcohol addiction, helps Garnet to re-

claim it. What makes the bond between K e e p e r and Garnet so special

is that they both carry similar systemic memoties of confinement:
Keeper in residential school, and Garnet as a ward in the
Children's

Aid Society. A startling trend w h i c h laps over from one

generation into the next is an overwhelring shame which consumes
Keeper and G a r n e t .

What

is remarkable is that no matter how hard

both male characters have tried to abandon their Inbianness, they

never fully do. Reality sinks in for G a r n e t when he realizes that
the memory of who he is will never dieappear.

The same holds true

for Keeper, who tries to relinquish his childhood memories as a

traditional Ojibway but is unable to: "But a l l that knowledge was
inside me.

Ev'rythint he [Harold Raven1 gave me, all the things he

taught me, evtrythin@he put i n s i d e m e stayed right there.
go away
71).

. . . . Wanted it all to go avay but it didn'tw

(Wagamese

Decades later, Keeper is overcome with relief when he reali-

zes he still remembers Harold Raven's

ings.

Didn't

traditional Ojibway teach-

Eagerly, Keeper passes t h e m onto Garnet who gives him back

something in return.

Together, they guide each other back home to

the self (Wagamese 7 3 ) .

Hence, the name peenerFN Me.

Keeper also transmits Native spirituality to G a r n e t which is

an extension of culture.

Mohawk writer Brian Maracle confinns the

relationship between the tuo: *To understand our native culture,
w e have to understand spirituality, because native culture is based

on spirituality
of culture.

....

(174).

Spirituality is an intearal part

Therefore, it is vital in restoring Native identity.

Garnet's return to an Ojibway identity hinges on K e e p e r himself.
As

a cultural and spiritual teacher, Keeper's

memory becomes criti-

cal for passing on traditional beliefs. That is partly because the
Ojibways, indeed, a U cultures, have originated f r o m an oral culture.

Therefore, the need to remember becomes essential.

writer Connie Fife certainly agrees:

Cree

"Language and remory; both

are alive for us, both are essential to our individual well-being

and that of our communities

. , . Pivotal to our survival is the
,

passing on of words from one generation to the next so that memory
is n o t lost ,

. . ."

2

D a v i d Suzuki refers to this process as

"a collective m e m o r y that belongs to an entire people.

The

stories that are told by one generation to another are a way of
keeping that memory alive
Imperfecttt 5 ) .

....

(in

nMemory The P a s t

Elders like Keeper do just that, keeping their

hoops of words going preventing their culture from collapsing.

At

a recent talk he gave at the University of Calgary, Coast Salish
actor/medical student Evan Tlesla Adams reminds his audience t h a t

some oral knowledge has n o t survived:
people have disappearedn

(Adams)

NMemories of many Native

Adams8 astute observation re-

affirms t h a t there is a necessity and a heightened importance for
elders who are still alive to share what they know.

One of those

record keepers of the past is G a r n e t r s elder.
Keeper emphasizes prayer as playing a fundamental role in traditional Ojibway cultural values, making one Nhumble, kind [andl
respectful,

...

tt

(Wagamese 7 7 ) , Chrf stians learn similar

teachings through Jesus's

loving example.

Traditional Ojibway

spiritual beliefs resemble Christian ones in another way as well.
A particular example is when Keeper teaches G a r n e t about the importance of smudging:

once [the cedar] gets to smoldering
w e pass some of that smoke over our

head, heart and body. It% a purifyinr thing. Haant to purify o u r
body, heart and mind on account8 itts
the place the Creator gave us to Hve.
His temple
(Wagarese 7 7 )

....

This spiritual ceremony shares a cormonalfty w i t h taking a host in

church which cleanses a person's

being from wrongdoing [or sin) as

The body, which spiritual people regard as a temple, reminds

wall.

me of a Biblical passage which says that *your body is a temple of
the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received f r o m God?

.

(Corinthians 1.6: 19).

.

Just as w e need to put our love into

action, and to t r e a t everyone (everything) with dignity, we also
need to treat our selves with respect.

We are s p i r i t s in physical

form whom God (the Creator) has made.

Above all, we need to

spect and love the Creator and Jesus.

These spiritual ceremonies

are necessary because w e are not perfect.
One who has made us.

re-

They connect us to the

They help us to live a cleaner life.

Keeper

teaches Garnet that one way of becoming whole again is to apply a
spiritual component to his daf ly life.
Shortly after Garnet returns home, Keeper informs h i m that
White Dog is made up of traditional and Christian Ojibways

(Wagamese 3 7 ) .

He acknowledges the latter's

elder understands it, wprayin's

beliefs.

A s the

the most important thing anyway.

Long as therers some kinda prayer therefs some kinda hope

(Wagamese 37).

A

....

crucial lesson G a r n e t learns from Keeper is

that prayer fills a spiritual need.

T h e elder has learned this

firsthand, sharing a fresh m e m o r y w i t h hfn about how smudging has
satisfied an emptiness within hiin (Wagamese 7 6 ) .

Resorting to a

traditional storytelling teaching device, K e e p e r reassures G a r n e t
that the hollowness he too feels can be filled.
Garnet

has become centred once again

achieved balance.

By doing so,

(Wagame8e 7 7 ) , or, has

T h e sweatlodge ceremony Keeper alludes to i s similar to a

smudging one in that both purify the inner being.

Cree elder Rose

Auger from the Driftpile Reserve in Alberta explains what the
sweatlodge means:

"the sweatlodge is

. . . a place where *your

body, nind, and spirit are all brought back into balance.

ftRs a

p u r i f i e r of your self, and it takas toxins out of your body.

It

cleans your soul, your spiritn ( 2 2 ) - While both ceremonies offer
prayers to the Creator, a sweatlodge is likened to a sauna where
What the sweatlodge has in

some sort of bodily release occurs.

c o m m m with smudging is that they both restore balance in a
person s life

.

Every facet of traditional Ojibway spirituality imparted
through Keeper t i e s in with the concept of the sacred circle of

life. Once again, the Creator (Kitche Manidu, in Ojibway) is synonymous w i t h God.

rN Me rests on the sacred

The foundation of

circle of l i f e which Barbra Nahwegahbow, an Anishnawbe teacher, articulates beautifully.

Here is a sample of Nahweqahbowps words:

... .

all things in the universe are dependent on each
other
Everything around us is sacred and
has its own spiritual reality
everything
w i t h i n this circle w a s placed there by the Creator
to fulfill a special purpose
A 1 1 things
are of equal importance- ,
Everything is looked
upon and treated with respect ,
[as] human
beings[, 1
w e are the caretakers of Hother
Earth, responsible for ensuring t h e survival and
integrity of a l l things, so that the life cycle
can continue
, 8x1 beings have a s p i r i t and
a purpose
the taking of anything from the
environment is seen as tamperfng vfth the sacretd
circle of life
[such1 acts
wry a

... .
. .. . ...

....

. .....
...
tremendous responsibility.

Barbra Nahwegahbowgs under-ing

(7-8)

.. .

of the sacrad circle of life

anriches an understanding of JCeenerrN We.

Nahwegahbow8s interpre-

tation re-affirms Keeperrs traditional teaching of respect to

Garnet. The 0 jibway elders interviewed in the Grand C o u n c i l Treaty
Number 3 report understand the crucial lesson of treating every-

thing and everyone with dignity, saying that '[i It vas a holistic

respect for everything that the Anfshinaabeg could see, s m e l l ,

hear, taste and feelm (qtd. in Ross 255).

Nahwegahbowts words are

also instrumental i n informing the reader that Garnet is part of
the Creator s family, ranging front plants to people.

T h e notion of

interconnectedness which Nahwagahbow mentions ties in with Garnet's
pull back to selfhood.
Wagamese brings Garnet down from a suspended reality through

Keeper.

It is as if the elder puts the displaced G a r n e t back in

h i s proper place on the circular puzzle.

Considering the damage

M a t years of cultural effacement has done to his identity, Keeper
knows f r o m experience the task is

monumental. Nonetheless, Keeper

succeeds, becoming like a Midewewin medicine man, teaching

Garnet

ancient Ojibway traditions through speech or song.
The ornate drum Garnet8s grandpa Harold Raven passes down to
Keeper is steeped in cultural significance.

Keeper retrieves a

stock of memories elder Raven has shared with him about the

drum over half a century earlier.

drum represents M o t h e r Earth.

According to Keepergs kin, the

Not only does K e e p e r liken the shape

of the drum to a womb [Wagamese 115), but the rhythm of this cul-

tural instrument becomes like her heaxtbeat (Wagamese 113)cording to K e e p e r , every t h e a traditional person beats the

Ac-

m,

he/she is paying respect to the earth mother

(Wagamese 114).

Garnet relates closely to this experience, reminding h i m of a

m e m o r y inside his birth mother's

womb.

h o t h e r meaningful experi-

ence Garnet recalls is listening to Soo-wanee-quay's
(Mother Earth's)

while out in a boat.

heartbeat

The whole experience of

connecting to the blueness in the sky, along with her heartbeat,
has a soothing effect on his spirit (Wagamese 148).
level, perhaps mother nature.has heard Garnet's

On a deeper

song of respect to

her and is nurturing him.
The youngest Raven no longer floats around like a bubble in
the middle of the bush.

He has become grounded as a balanced pex-

son. The t r i c k lies in establishing and then maintaining some s o r t

of inner and outer equilibrium.

Keeper 's lesson about beedahbun,

nfirst lightR (Wagamese 110 ) , not only gives Garnet stability, but
also reminds him that he belongs to an intricate web of life.
quilt made up of an assortment of brilliant ncolours

. . . rocks . . . water . . .

[and] animals

...

A

. . . trees

(Wagamese 111)

wraps itself around Garnet.
GarnetFs climactic connection w i t h nature occurs when he goes

on a four day vision quest.

The serene Ojibway man informs the

reader about what it means:

Hwe Indians spent a lot of t i m e seek-

ing dreams and visions to give us direction and strength

(Wagamese 175).

. ...

~f

What stands o u t about this exparience is how

Garnet puts traditional values, such as raking a tobacco offaring,
to show respect for a plant or animal into practice.

There is also

a sense that Garnet is going on a retreat where he ell become

spiritually transformed.

1x1a way he does,

returning to an old

cabin in the woods "where it all started for me,

...

(Wagamese

Even though his earlier childhood memories have worn away

158).

like the wooden structure i n front of him, his family enables

Garnet to recover them.

By meeting up with his p a s t , G a r n e t re-

claims a huge part of who he is.

Somewhere o u t there in the woods

I imagine his grandpa, grandma, and dad welcoming him home in
spirit.

Garnett& journey home is far more complex than merely return-

ing to White Dog.

It runs so much deeper than t h a t .

Before the

Ojibway youth can even get a handle on his self, he needs fami-

lial, cultural, and spiritual memories to lead him.
family and Keeper's

ordeal.

A t once

Because of his

love and support, Garnet Raven has survived h i s

consumed w i t h an unbearable emptyness, Keeper's

ongoing cultural and spiritual teachings has given Garnet back his

self.

Smudging particularly aids Garnet, purifying his *mind,

body, spirit and emotion.

Get centered

....

(Wagamase 176)-

Once he does, he mlooks Jakew but that is o n l y because he feels
good knowing who he is.

The road home has bean a long one but in

the end it has been well worth the effort.

At last, Garnet feels

l i k e a rock of reddish hue with a substance of character.

Most of

a l l , G a r n e t Raven (ravens are known for their clan leadership
qualities, high intelligence, and wiId beauty) has found his purpose as an 0jibway storyteller and teacher for future generations.

In short, he has found his place in creation,
April Raintree ffnds her way horn as w e 1 1 but it means accept-

ing all of the shameful alcoholic memories about her family.

It

means taking pride i n her Ketisness even when her experiences w i t h
her parents have been dysfunctional, grounded in poverty, alcohol

and neglect.

Like Garnet Raven, she too is a survivor, overcoming

Mrs, DeRoaier's

oppression and the l o s s of her mother and sister

Cheryl to suicide. Coming to tarns with the trio marks a cathartic

release for the mixed-blood woman.

H e r name, April Raintree, takes

on a new l i f e symbolizing her spiritual re-birth

(April rain,

tree). The refreshing w e t spring morning which greets her the day
after Cheryl's

tragic death represents life and hope.

F o r the

first time in years, April% s p i r i t gleams brighter than sapphire.
Together, April and her nephew H e n r y Lee L i b e r t y walk along the red

road, following the * [plath of the heart

. ..

(Wagamese 189 ) ,

(the one eventually leading to the spirit world, heaven) with theft

heads held high. L i k e G a r n e t , they pay tribute to the family memo
bers who have passed on, or in April's
dad.

case, come to accept her

Together, they build a spiral of new memories for tomorrow.

With a l l Garnet Raven and April Raintree have been through, they
truly are swivors.

They truly are.

Notes for Chapter 4

' Richard Wagamese began the reading of h i s book
e~er'N Me at the fnternational Native Arts Festival on
August 18, 1994 this vay.

-

Keeper teaches G a r n e t about the Creator about how
necessary it is to respect and love Hint and t o ask Him for
strength through daily praying. There are times when I have
heard and read Native people refer to the Creator and God as
being the same spiritual suprema being,

' Joseph

E. Couture explains,

The late Elder Abe Burnstick, Stoney Nation, Paul's Band,
Duffield, A l b e r t a , was p r a - d n e n t as an orator and teacher.
Although Grey Owl (Archie Belaney) was not the
n14exican-born half-[breed] ApacheM (qtd. in Unwin) he claimed
to be (and had a problem w i t h remaining faithful), he still
had a fervent love and respect for wildlife, The 130
lectures he gave throughout Canada, the U.S. and England
attest to how fmportant protecting nature was to him (Unwin,
19). John Diefenbaker (Ctirmfnal Defense Lawyer, Bill of
Rights initiator in 1960) even recognized Grey Owl's efforts,
regarding him as nthe greatest conservationist that this
nation has ever produced
" (qtd. in Unwin 19 ) Ojibway
p o e t Armand Garnet Ruffo (Gre-m
Mvsterv of
BeJa~ev)concludes after sorting through archival and family
memories on Archie Belaney Grey Owl that the latter f e l t he
had no other choice other than to construct himself as an an
Indian:

...

.

But the thrust of self-promotion is upon me,
and head first into it, 1 hear myself
convincing myself that nobodyrs going to listen
to an immigrant --trapper
from England,
promote an indigenous philosophy for Canada.
And if this is the only way
to get Canadians to listen,
then 1*11 do Lt, and more
if I have to* 1'11 be
w h a t I have to be.
Without hesitation.
(Ruffo 7 2 )
1 respect Archfa Belaney G r e y O w l for being a committed
spokesperson for the beaver, and for wildlife in general.

Evan Tlesla A d a m (Coast Salish) has been blessed w i t h
a number of gifts. He is an actor who has appeared in such
productions as Cost in M e
of me VL-a
maveI
r =se
and smoke SigpaLg. He is currently studying medicine at the
University of Calgary.
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